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Introduction

ALS
Amyotrophic Lateralsclerosis is a chronic disease leading to an almost selective
degeneration of the upper and lower motoneuron. As a consequence patients
develop progressing muscular atrophies and palsies. Most patients die inbetween 2
to 3 years by respiratory failure. The name results from the typical neurogenic
muscular atrophy (amyotrophic) and secondary gliosis (lateralsclerosis) as a reaction
to degeneration of the pyramidal tract.

Clinical symptoms
In an early stage of ALS unspecific symptoms might occur like paresthesia, muscular
crampi and rapid muscular exhaustion. Some patients experience fasciculations
already before they develop palsies.
In most patients (50%) palsies start uni-laterally in the upper distal extremities. 25 %
have a bulbar on-set of the disease with dysphagia and dysarthria.
Symptoms of degeneration of the lower motoneuron are atrophic palsies.
Fasciculations which can be observed in 75 % of patients can also be interpreted as
an irritation of the second motoneurons. Hints for an affection of the first motoneuron
are a positive babinsky sign and conserved reflexes besides muscular atrophies.
Palsies of the ocular muscles can be observed in very late stages of disease course
in patients who are mechanically ventilated.
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Epidemiology
ALS is a rare disease. Therefore only few epidemiologic data exist worldwide. The
incidence rate (new cases of disease per year and 100.000 inhabitants) is between
0.6 and 2.4. In general there is a higher incidence in the northern states of Europe.
Most studies found a higher incidence in men than in women (1.4 to 1).
The prevalence rate is described with 0.8 to 8.4 per 100.000 inhabitants. ALS is a
disease of higher age (50 to 70 years) although some cases of ALS in young people
have been observed (Neundörfer, 2002).

Pathomorphology
A loss of neurons can be observed in the following areas:
- Motor cortex (loss of pyramidal Betz cells in the fifth layer of the motor central
region)
- Ventral horn of the spinal cord
- Motor Nuclei in the brain stem area
Typically, different stages of atrophy can be observed next to each other.
Neighbouring cells can be already shrunken or swelled. Glial cells show a central
chromatolysis with loss of Nissl substance or contain a lot of lipofuscin.
The pyramidal tract degenerates. In this context it is worth mentioning that the loss of
fibres is considerably stronger in distal than in proximal segments. This observation
led to the hypothesis of a “dying- back” mechanism which starts in axo- distal areas
and progresses in proximal direction (Lowe et al., 1997).
In the spinal cord mainly the big motoneurons die in the beginning of the disease,
small or intermediate motoneurons are affected at later stages. There are 3 stages
the cells go through before they die: chromatolysis, somatodendritic shrinking and
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finally apoptosis (Martin, 1999). On a molecular level pericaryal neurofilamantes
accumulate in the motoneurons and in some cases the Golgi- apparatus is
fragmentised (Mitsumoto et al., 1998).
At later stages other brain regions seem also to be involved like the thalamus, ncl.
subthalamicus, striatum and substantia nigra (Tyler and Shefner, 1991).
It is remarkable that ocular muscle nuclei 3, 4 and 6 as well as nucl. Onufrwicz are
nearly not affected. It might be possible that they are more resistant due to a higher
content of calcium binding proteins (Bergmann et al., 1995; Ince et al., 1993).

Although different histopathological, genetical and functional alterations in diseased
motoneurons could be already found, the primary cause for this disease is still
unknown.
Most patients suffer from a sporadic form of ALS. About 10 % show a familiar form.
Mutations of a certain enzyme, called Cu/Zn Superoxiddismutase (SOD-1), could be
shown in about 10 % of the familiar ALS cases. More than 90 different mutations
were found (Cleveland and Rothstein, 2001; Orrell, 2000). Under physiological
conditions the enzyme degrades reactive oxygen species (ROS) mainly in the
mitochondria. It could be shown that the mutation does not lead to a dysfunction of
the enzyme but more probable to a gain-of-function in sense of acquisition of a new
unknown toxic function. It could be for example possible that the altered function of
the enzyme leads to an excessive production of hydrogen peroxide with consecutive
formation of highly toxic peroxynitrites which could nitrate the tyrosine residues of
proteins (Beckmann, 1993). Furthermore, peroyxnitrites are able to cause instability
of the membrane, toxic effects on the genome and degrading of proteins. In animal
models working with SOD-1 mutations damage of mitochondria could be shown
morphologically already in early stages of the disease course. These findings point to
12

a mitochondrial energy depletion and membrane depolarisation in ventral horn
neurons leading to apoptotic cell death.
The aetiology of sporadic ALS is still completely unclear but there are different
pathogenic concepts. The most important hypothesis for my thesis was the concept
of excitotoxicity. Already in 1987 Plaitakis and Caroscio discovered significant
increases of glutamate concentrations in the CSF of ALS patients in comparison to
healthy controls and suggested a systemic defect in the metabolism of Glutamate to
underlie the pathogenesis of ALS. Glutamate is the most important excitatory amino
acid in the central nervous system and can also exert excitotoxic effects at higher
concentrations.

Couratier

et

al.

found

a

neuroprotective

effect

of

the

antiglutamatergic substance Riluzole as it prevented neural cell death in neural cell
cultures exposed to cerebrospinal fluid of ALS patients (1994). Although excitotoxicity
plays an important role it seems to be just part of the final event cascade in the
pathogenesis of ALS and can not be considered as the primary cause. Nevertheless,
for the development of pharmacological treatment it is often sufficient to know at least
some of the mechanisms leading to a disease to be able to interrupt the pathogenic
cascade.
Increased concentrations of glutamate might result from a reduced re-uptake by
excitatory amino acid transporters (EAAT) into astroglial cells. Rothstein et al. (1995)
found a reduced expression of astroglial EAAT2 which is responsible for about 90 %
of glutamate clearance. But this finding was not specific for ALS. Similar results were
found in ischemia and dementia. Therefore, the impact of EAAT2 function in the
pathogenesis of ALS remains unclear.
Furthermore the glutamate receptor could be more sensitive to glutamate than under
physiological conditions. Disturbances in RNA editing of GluR2 causes pathologic
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calcium permeability of AMPA receptors. This could be shown in a subgroup of ALS
patients (Takama, 1999) and is used for a mouse model of ALS.
Beside too much excitation ALS might be also a problem of reduced inhibition in the
central nervous system. The most important inhibitory transmitter is GABA (gammaamino-butyric-acid).
Up to now there is no curative therapy for the treatment of ALS. The only substance
with a proven beneficial effect is Riluzole. It prolongs survival of ALS patients for
about three months.
Riluzole is thought to act via different mechanisms. Presynaptically it prevents
propagation of action potentials via inhibition of sodium channels. Therefore it inhibits
also GABAergic but preferentially glutamatergic neurotransmission. Besides this
presynaptic effect a direct postsynaptic potentiating effect on GABAA- receptors was
found (He et al., 2002; Mohammadi 2001).

Other factors contributing to the pathogenesis of ALS
It was found that the amount and structure of neurofilaments is altered in ALS
motoneurons. They are of extraordinary importance in these neurons with long axons
and transportways. In ALS an accumulation of neurofilaments could be shown.
Nevertheless, it is not yet clear if these alterations are part of the pathogenesis of
ALS or just a consequence.
Reactive oxygen species (H2O2, O2-, OH-) seem to have an important impact on
neuronal damage in all neurodegenerative diseases like dementia, M. Parkinson, M.
Huntington and ALS. It is known that ROS can chemically alter membrane lipids and
protein and nucleic acid. Post mortem analysis of ALS cortex and spinal cord
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revealed higher concentrations of nitrotyrosin and modified proteins (Beal et al.,
1997).
Furthermore ubiquitin mediated protein degradation is probably disturbed in ALS as
ubiquitin positive inclusions were found in post mortem analysis of ALS tissue
(Okamato et al., 1991).
It is widely accepted that neurotrophic factors are of special importance for survival of
motoneurons (Sendtner, 1990). They are released by muscle and glial cells. In this
context CNTF (ciliary derived neurotrophic factor), IGF-1 (insulin-like growth factor)
and BDNF (Brain derived neurotrophic factor) seem to be especially important.

Glutamate receptors
Two groups of glutamate receptors can be functionally distinguished: ionotropic and
metabotropic glutamate receptors (Simeone et al., 2004). Metabotropic receptors
mediate their effects via coupling to G-protein second messenger systems. Ionotropic
glutamate receptors are ligand gated ion channels that can be subdivided into three
different classes in correspondence to their preferred synthetic agonist (Hollmann et
al., 1994): AMPA (α- amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid), NMDA
(N- methyl- d- aspartate) and kainate receptors. NMDA receptors are permeable for
calcium, potassium and sodium ions. AMPA and Kainate receptors conduct
potassium and sodium ions. The calcium permeability of AMPA- type glutamate
receptors strongly depends on subunit composition. AMPA- type glutamate receptors
are heterooligomers of the subunits GluR1 -4. Coassembly with GluR2 makes
receptors impermeable for calcium. AMPA- type glutamate receptors mediate fast
excitatory transmission.
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AMPA receptors
AMPA receptors are composed of four individual subunits (GluR 1-4). The schematic
assembly of a subunit is illustrated in fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Scheme showing the topology of an AMPA receptor subunit.
(Modified according to F. Schlesinger, 2003, doctoral thesis/MHH).
Each subunit consists of an extracellular N-terminal domain, four hydrophobic regions (TM1–4), and
an intracellular C-terminal domain. The ligand-binding site is a conserved amino acid pocket formed
from a conformational association between the N terminus and the loop linking TM3 and TM4. A
flip/flop alternative splice region and R/G RNA editing site are also present within the TM3/TM4 loop.
TM2 forms an intracellular re-entrant hairpin loop which contributes to the cation pore channel and is
also the site for Q/R RNA editing in the GluR2 subunit.

There is about 70 % sequence homology between genes encoding each subunit.
However, it is possible that genes undergo alternative splicing in two special regions
leading to subunits with either long or short C termini and extracellular flip or flop
variants. The flip splice variant desensitises much slower than the flop splice variant
(Koike et al., 2000). The sensitivity to cyclothiazide, an allosteric modulator, depends
on the presence of the flip splice variant (Partin et al., 1994).
Although the DNA of the GluR2 subunit encodes a glutamine (Q) residue at amino
acid 607 (Q/R site) most GluR2 subunits contain a positively charged arginine (R) in
16

this position due to nuclear RNA editing (Sommer et al., 1991). AMPA receptors
which contain edited GluR2 subunits have reduced calcium permeability (Hollmann,
1991).
Furthermore a R/G editing side has been described next to the flip/flop region which
can also influence desensitization and resensitiziation of the receptor.

Electrophysiological properties of AMPA receptors
Fig. 2 shows an example for the current response of GluR2 flip-receptors upon
application of glutamate at a saturating concentration (10 mM) recorded with the
Patch-Clamp-Technique. Upon fast application of glutamate, a fast current transient
was elicited that raised promptly up to the maximum peak current amplitude and
then, in prolonged presence of the agonist, decreased to a „steady-state“ current
amplitude due to desensitization. After cessation of agonist, the current reduced
continuously to zero level due to deactivation. The activation time TTP (time-to-peak)
is analyzed by measuring the 20-80% rise time. The maximum peak current
amplitude (Pmax in pA) means the maximal current intensity, and steady-state-current
(Cdes in pA) means the current intensity of equilibration in presence of the agonist
between the open and desensitized states of the receptor activated. The decay
phase of the response was fit to mono- or bi- exponential functions. The decay time
constant for deactivation (τdea) or desensitization (τdes) was calculated from the fitted
curve, and τ was the response decay time required to attain e-1 (approximately 36.8
%) of the maximal amplitude, as determined from the fitted curve. The extent of
desensitization was expressed as current amplitude of the steady-state /current
amplitude of the initial peak- like response (Cdes / Pmax). The Area-Under-Curve
(AUC) represents the total current response to agonist.
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Fig. 2: The electrophysiological characteristics of AMPA receptor currents.

GluR2flipGQ
The GluR2flopGR subunit is the most abundant glutamate receptor subunit in the
human brain but its permeability is rather low. Therefore the GluR2flipGQ subunit was
used for the patch clamp experiments. The respective homo- oligomeric receptor is
an AMPA-type receptor channel with unedited GluR2 at the Q/R-editing site (Ca2+
permeable). The time course of desensitization follows an exponential with a time
constant τDes = 9.86 + 0.79 ms (Krampfl et al., 2001). Desensitization is incomplete to
a steady state current amplitude around 10 % of the respective maximum peak
current amplitude of the current transient elicited by a saturating concentration of
glutamate.

Non-desensitizing GluR2L504Y
The rat AMPA receptor subunit GluR2L504YGQ is a mutant of the GluR2flipGQ
subunit, which shows no desensitization at all. The point mutation is located within
18

the S1 region (N-terminal), (L504Y in GluR2, L507Y in GluR3, L497Y in GluR1),
which forms part of the ligand binding site. The exchange at position 504 from lysine
to tyrosine, which has an aromatic ring, leads to a receptor kinetic without
desensitization (Mansour et al. 2001), which makes this receptor a useful tool to test
candidate substances.

GABA

GABA is the most abundant inhibitory transmitter in the central nervous system,
being present in about 40 % of all neurons.
It evokes inhibitory hyperpolarizing responses on neurones which can be
competitively blocked by bicuculline.
GABAA receptors represent the biggest part of GABA receptors in the CNS differing
in their response towards baclofene and bicuculline from GABAB and GABAC
receptors.

GABAA receptors
Activation of the receptor leads to a higher chloride conductivity of the cell membrane
(Curtis et al., 1986) with the concentration-response curve exhibiting positive
cooperativity, corresponding to the presence of at least two agonist binding sites on
the receptor molecule (Sakmann et al., 1983). The technique of single channel
recording allowed measurement of channel open times. Multiple single channel
19

conductances have been determined: 44, 30, 19 and 12 pS. The 30 pS conductance
is the most prevalent with different open time states between 0.5 to 7.6 ms (Bormann
et al., 1987). Distribution of these states is dependent on agonist concentration with
longer open times at higher agonist concentrations (Macdonald, 1989).
Anaylsis of the receptor protein revealed multiplicity of protein subunits. Subunits can
be divided in seven classes corresponding to similarities in their amino acid
sequences. In these classes there are subdivisions into subunit isoforms: in man 6 α,
3 β, 3 у, 1 δ, 1 є and 1 π subunits have been described up to now. Sequence
homology is determined with 70 % in the same class and with 30 % between classes.
Each subunit contains four hydrophobic segments of about 20 amino acids termed
TM1 to TM4. TM2 forms the major part of the lining of the ion channels.
Despite the huge amount of different subunits there are only a limited number of
combinations expressed in vivo. The most common GABAA receptor in the CNS is
composed of two alpha 1 and two beta 2 units as well as one gamma 2 subunits (fig.
3).
The binding site for GABA is to be found between alpha1/beta2 subunits,
Benzodiazepines for example mainly bind to an area between alpha1/gamma2
subunits.
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Benzodiazepines

GABA

Gamma 2

Beta2

Beta2

GABA
Fig.

3: Schematic illustration of composition of the most common GABAA receptor within the

mammalian CNS.

Riluzole

Fig. 4: Chemical structure of Riluzole.

Riluzole
2-Amino-6-(trifluoromethoxy)benzothiazole
Molecular Formula: C8H5F3N2OS
Molecular Weight: 234.20

Up to now Riluzole is the only drug which exerts a statistically proven prolongation of
survival for about three months in ALS patients. It has anti- glutamatergic properties
(amongst others inhibition of glutamate release and inhibition of glutamate
receptors). On the other hand it is known to interact with inhibitory ligand- gated ion
channels like GABAA- receptors that could add to the therapeutic effects
(Mohammadi, 2001; He, 2002).
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Aim of the project

In amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) motoneurons degenerate almost selectively. It
is well known that excitotoxicity and the related disturbance of the intracellular
calcium homeostasis play an important role in the pathogenesis of ALS. Up to now
the molecular link between AMPA receptor activation and intracellular alterations of
the calcium concentration is unidentified. Therefore we investigated the physiological
interaction between AMPA-type glutamate receptors and intracellular calcium stores.
Correspondingly, we tried to evaluate two starting- points for neuroprotective
strategies in a second step: the intervention in intracellular calcium store function by
Dantrolene and the modification of AMPA- type receptor function by Riluzole.
Riluzole also influences GABAA receptor function which is of great importance in the
balance between inhibitory and excitatory transmission in a neuronal network. To
investigate its molecular mechanisms of action HEK 293 cells were used for a
controlled expression of Glutamate or rather GABA receptors by transfection.
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Temporospatial coupling of networked synaptic activation of
AMPA-type GluR channels and calcium transients in cultured rat
motoneurons

Specific processes in the cell like gene expression, enzyme activation, transmitter
release or apoptosis are mediated by pathways which depend on calcium as a
mediator (Tully and Treistman, 2004).
It could be shown that excitotoxicity leads to an increased intracellular calcium
concentration and as a consequence to a dysfunction of various metabolic pathways
(Arundine and Tymianski, 2003). Chronic excitotoxicity is known to play an important
role in Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) (Cleveland and Rothstein 2001;
Ikonomidou et al., 1996) and is mainly mediated by activation of calcium permeable
AMPA type GluR channels in motoneurons (Carriedo et al., 1995 and 1996). AMPA
type GluR channels are calcium-permeable except they contain GluR2 subunits
which are edited at the Q/R editing site (Burnashev et al., 1995; Dingledine et al.,
1999). Vandenberghe et al. found almost the same amount of mRNA for GluR2 and
a similar permeability of AMPA type receptors for calcium in motoneurons and dorsal
horn neurons of rats (2000b) but they could show a higher density of AMPA-type
receptor currents in motoneurons (2000a). In humans it was found that the proportion
of GluR2 mRNA in spinal motoneurons was the lowest among several tested
neuronal subsets. However, motoneurons of ALS patients showed no differences in
the expression level of GluR2 mRNA in comparison to a control group (Kawahara et
al., 2003). Tully and Treistman (2004) found that calcium entry through N- type
voltage gated calcium channels leads to calcium induced calcium release (CICR) via
an activation of co-localised ryanodine receptors on the endoplasmic reticulum (ER)
23

in pheochromocytoma cells (PC12). Palecek et al. (1999) showed that activation of
voltage gated calcium channels leads to a long lasting increase of the somatic
calcium concentration of hypoglossal motoneurons of brainstem slices. They found a
clear dependence between the membrane depolarization and the intracellular
calcium accumulation. However, it is still unclear how activation of AMPA-type
receptors can lead to alterations of the intracellular calcium concentration.
To get an activation of the correct intracellular pathways, calcium signals have to be
very precise in the temporospatial resolution.
Therefore release from and up-take into intracellular calcium stores like the ER and
mitochondrium has an important impact on energy production, protein synthesis and
can even trigger cell death (Paschen, 2003; Jacobson and Duchen, 2004).
The intracellular calcium homeostasis is strictly regulated by different mechanisms.
First, calcium can be extruded from the cell through the membrane by different ion
“pumps” like the plasmalemnal sodium- calcium exchanger or the plasmalemnal
calcium- ATPase. Second, the cytosolic calcium concentration can be reduced via
binding of calcium to calcium binding proteins or can be altered by up-take into or
release from different subcellular compartments like the ER and mitochondria (fig. 5).
The aim of the first part of this study was to investigate calcium entry through AMPAtype GluR channels and its interaction with intracellular calcium stores during
physiological synaptic activity in motoneurons.
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Fig. 5: Simplified representation of calcium regulating mechanisms in a motoneuron.
(Modified according to J. Grosskreutz, PPT- presentation 2004)
Calcium can enter the cell via glutamate receptors (AMPA, NMDA) or voltage gated calcium channels
(VGCC).
It can be extruded from the cell by different transporters like the plasmalemnal Sodium- Calcium
Exchanger (pNCE) or the plasmalemnal Calcium ATPase (pMCA).
In the cytsosol the concentration of free calcium can be reduced by binding to calcium binding proteins
(CaBP) or by up-take into different calcium storing organelles: calcium can be taken up into the
endoplasmatic reticulum by a sarcoplasmatic endoplasmatic reticulum calcium ATPase (“SERCA
pump”). Furthermore it can be incorparated by the mitochondrium via the mitochondrial uniporter
(mUP). Both organelles have also the possibility to release calcium: If the Ryanodine or IP3- receptors
on the membrane of the ER are activated by ryanodine or calcium ions high amounts of calcium can
be discharged from the ER into the cytosol. The mitochondrium continuously releases calcium by the
mitochondrial Sodium Calcium Exchanger (mNCE).
In this context is important to mention the mitochondrial transition pore (not shown in the scheme)
which can open in cases of emergency. This pore can be passed by all kind of ions as well as bigger
proteins (> 2 kDa). In case of calcium overload it opens and key enzymes of the apoptosis cascade
can be released among others into the cytosol leading to cell death.
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Evaluation of neuroprotective strategies

Up to now no curative therapy strategies for ALS have been developed. Therefore
we aimed to evaluate two possible intervention points related to excitotoxicity:
It is well known that Riluzole can significantly prolong survival in ALS patients.
However, the gained time span just comprises three months. Therefore we were
interested in the detailed molecular mechanisms of Riluzole action in order to find
hints to a possible explanation for the (temporal) limitation of this therapeutic
strategy.
Another possibility to interrupt the destructive process would be to influence
intracellular calcium signalling.

Toxicity experiments
A possible neuroprotective intervention on the intracellular level could for example be
to inhibit calcium release from intracellular organelles like the ER. Therefore we
tested the substance Dantrolene which is known to inhibit ryanodine receptors on the
ER surface and therefore can prevent calcium release from the ER. Motor neuron
cultures with known spontaneous cell death rates were incubated in four conditions
for 24 h at day 13 in vitro: regular medium, regular medium with Kainate (30 µM),
regular medium with Kainate (30 µM) and Dantrolene (30 µM) and regular medium
with Dantrolene (30 µM) only.
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Molecular mechanisms of action of the neuroprotective substance Riluzole on
Glutamate and GABAA- receptors respectively
The neuroprotective effect of Riluzole (Bensimon et al., 1994) is thought to result
from inhibition of sodium channels with a consecutive blockade of high-frequency
neuronal firing (Jehle et al., 2000). It could be shown that Riluzole preferentially
depresses glutamate release but also affects transmission of other neurotransmitters
like especially GABA (Martin et al., 1993; Jehle et al., 2000). Therefore Riluzole has
two beneficial properties: it reduces excitation and enhances the protective inhibition.
We were interested if there are any direct postsynaptic effects of Riluzole on
Glutamate and GABA receptors respectively. In an earlier study we could show an
interaction of Riluzole in a relatively high concentration range with GABAA- and
glycine receptors leading to a prolongation of current transients elicited by short
pulses of agonist solutions (Mohammadi et al. 2001). He et al. (2002) found, that
Riluzole potentiates postsynaptic GABAA-receptor currents at low concentrations of
GABA (2 and 100 μM). It can be assumed that these effects might contribute to the
neuroprotective effect of Riluzole.
Up to now there have been no studies investigating the mode of interaction between
Riluzole and Glutamate receptors on a molecular level. Albo et al. (2004)
investigated the effect of Riluzole on AMPA- type Glutamate receptors in mouse
embryonic spinal motor neurons. For this purpose they performed patch clamp
measurements using the whole cell configuration. They investigated the modification
of currents induced by application of 50 µM Kainate, a selective agonist for AMPA
and Kainate receptors, by Riluzole. They found that Riluzole did not induce any
currents by itself but reduced current amplitudes induced by kainate. The effect was
dose- dependent: the EC 50 was quoted with 1.54 µM. 0.5 µM was the minimal
effective dose and 100µM completely abolished AMPA currents. As 1µM Riluzole
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reduced the response of kainate but did not alter the EC50 of kainate they concluded
that Riluzole interacts by a non-competitive mechanism with AMPA-type glutamate
receptors.
It is very difficult to evaluate the molecular interaction mechanisms of any substances
with specific receptors in primary cell culture because these cells express different
undefined receptor compositions. Furthermore in whole cell measurements of
primary cell cultures currents result from several receptors activated at the same time
point and are often the sum of simultaneous activation of completely different
receptor types. Therefore we aimed to investigate AMPA receptors under controlled
conditions and transfected HEK 293 cells with either GluR2L504y or GluR2flipGQ
receptor

channels.

GluR2L504y

AMPA-type

glutamate

receptors

show

no

desensitisation at all whereas GluR2flipGQ receptor channels show a normal
desensitisation behaviour and are widespread in the mammalian CNS. We used
these two receptor types to figure out the dependence of Riluzole effectiveness on
the desensitisation properties of AMPA receptors.
Taking into account that GABA concentrations in physiological synaptic transmission
are thought to be saturating, i.e. > 0.1 mM (Jones and Westbrook, 1995; Biro et al.,
2006), we aimed to study the effect of Riluzole on saturating 1 mM pulses of GABA
applied using an ultra-fast application system mimicking the time course of synaptic
transmitter release to investigate the influence of Riluzole on GABAergic currents. In
a previous study we applied 2 s pulses of GABA to α1β2γ2s-GABAA-receptors and
found three time constants for desensitisation: τfast in the range of 25 ms, τintermediate
with about 106 ms and τslow with 1450 ms. Upon additional application of Riluzole,
relative amplitudes of the fast time constants increased with increasing Riluzole
concentrations, while the values of the time constants were not altered (Mohammadi
et al., 2001). In the present study, we used an ultrafast application approach and
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applied shorter pulses of 200 ms and 1 ms duration to small outside-out-patches with
optimized high perfusion rates for a more detailed analysis of τintermediate and
especially τfast. By this ultra-fast application approach we aimed to reveal the
molecular mechanism of action of Riluzole at GABAA-receptor channels in more
detail.
To study if the potentiating effect reported by He et al. (2002) is due to interaction of
Riluzole with the benzodiazepine-binding site of GABAA-receptors we investigated
the dependence of potentiation on the subunit composition of GABAA-receptors.
Therefore we compared α1β2γ2s and α1β2 GABAA-receptors expressed on HEK 293
cells (Krampfl et al. 2000).
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Material and Methods

General information about the calcium imaging and patch clamp set- up

Calcium Imaging Set Up
For calcium imaging a Till Vision Imaging System (by TILL Photonics, Germany) was
used. Fig. 6 and 7 show a photograph of the set-up and the principle scheme how
the set-up is built- on.

Fig. 6: Photograph of the calcium imaging set- up.
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Fig. 7: scheme how the calcium imaging set- up is built on.
The system is controlled by a calcium imaging software (TILL Photonics), which navigates a control
unit for the light source (Xenonlamp). By use of a filter system it is possible to choose light of a certain
wavelength which is then projected via a dichroic mirror through the objective to the cells where it exits
the FURA 2AM molecules in the cytosole. The emitted wavelength which is projected back through the
objective passes the dichroic mirrow and a filter to be collected by a CCD camera. Data are saved on
the hard disc of a PC.

Principle of Fluorescence

Energy quanta (in sense of photons) can be gradually absorbed by molecules
leading to an instable state of the molecule. To quit this instability the energy is
discharged again with a certain wavelength after a short period of time (fig. 8).
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Flourescence

Absorption

Energy

Bleached

FURA- 2AM

Fig. 8: Principle of fluorescence
Left: Distinct units of energy can be absorbed and emitted by a molecule. Right: constitutional formular
of FURA- 2AM.
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FURA- 2AM
FURA- 2AM is a molecule which can be excited by wavelengths between 250 and
450 nm. Typically it emits a wavelength of 510 nm. The intensity of its fluorescence
depends on the circumjacent calcium concentration (fig. 9).

Intensity
of
fluorescence

Ca-Fura-2
Fura-2

Wavelength of excitation

Fig. 9: Flourescencing behaviour of FURA- 2 AM.
The blue curve indicates the intensity of fluorescence (y- axis) at different excitation wavelengths (xaxis) in a calcium free condition. The red line shows the same at a higher calcium concentration (43.5
µM). Under physiological conditions the intracellular calcium concentration does not exceed 20 nM. At
excitation wavelengths 340 and 380 (green arrows) fluorescence intensities of different calcium
concentrations show the widest distance between each other. Therefore these areas are most
commonly used because here it is easy to conclude from certain fluorescence intensities on the right
related calcium concentration.

At excitation wavelengths 340 and 380 different concentrations of calcium ions lead
to emission intensities (F340 and F380, respectively) which are very different from
each other and therefore can easily be distinguished. These two excitation
wavelengths are commonly used in FURA- 2AM measurements.
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To maximize the precision of determination of the calcium concentration both
wavelengths are applied alternately (fig. 9) to built up their ratio:
F340 and F380 are both dependent on the calcium concentration but in an opposite
manner (fig. 9). Additionally they are dependent (in the same way) on the amount
of flourescensing molecules. This amount itself depends on the concentration of
Fura-2 and the investigated volume.
In a quotient of F340 and F380 concentration the amount of flourescensing
molecules is cancelled down and as a consequence this ratio is only dependent on
the calcium concentration.

Patch clamp set- up

The patch-clamp technique is an electrophysiological method that allows the
recording of macroscopic whole-cell or microscopic single-channel currents flowing
across biological membranes through ion channels. The membrane potential of
excised membrane patches or the whole-cell (voltage clamp) can be experimentally
controlled and manipulated. Alternatively, it is possible to monitor the changes in
membrane potential in response to currents flowing across ion channels (current
clamp), which constitute the physiological response of a cell.
The voltage clamp technique was used in this experimental study. Upon the delivery
of a voltage step to an excitable membrane, the elicited current is dependent on the
resistance of the pipette – cell network. Stimulation of membrane resident ion
channels will increase their open probability and thus increase membrane
conductance. The resulting current can be monitored at a constant holding (= clamp)
potential. Fig. 10 shows the final current-to-voltage convert circuit.
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In this circuit the compensation current I results from the difference of membranevoltage (Vpip) and command voltage (Vref).
A proportional current is injected into the pipette by the preamplifier (operational
amplifier and feedback resistance Rf). This current results from the difference of Vpip
and Vref which are measured in the operational amplifier.
The voltage resulting from the difference at Rf and the Vref defines the output voltage
Vout. According to "Ohms-law" [V(V)=R(Ω) x I(A)] the output voltage Vout can be given
as the compensation current I in A.

Fig. 10: Principle of the patch- clamp technique. (Modified according to Lomeli, 1998).
Vpip: Pipette Voltage = Membrane Voltage in mV; Vref: Reference Voltage= Command Voltage in mV;
Vout: Output Voltage in mV; Rf = feedback resistance in Ohm.

Ultrafast solution exchange
A piezo- driven device was used to perform ultrafast solution exchange of agonists
within less than 100 μsec. The onset of junction currents measured with broken
patches and a difference in ionic strength of 10% showed a 10-90% rise time of 4035

60 μs (Krampfl et al., 2002a and 2002b; Bufler et al., 1996; Heckmann et al., 1996).
The system works with a single outlet glass tube which is connected to a reservoir for
test solutions. The test solution is driven through the outlet by air pressure, forming a
liquid filament. The glass tube is fixed on a piezo translator allowing ultrafast
switching between two positions over a distance of 20 μm. The movement of the
piezo translator is controlled by application of rectangular voltage steps from an
amplifier triggered by the internal trigger output of the recording personal computer.
The tip of the glass electrode with the outside out patch is positioned next to the
liquid filament. After switching its position the liquid filament can superfuse the
membrane patch for exactly controlled time intervals (fig. 11). The system was tested
by switching the ionic concentration (1:10 with distilled water diluted extracellular
solution) at the tip of the open patch pipette at the end of each fast application
experiment. The consecutive alteration in the liquid junction current was measured.
The inset in fig. 22 indicates that solution exchange was performed in 0.08 ms and
therefore is not rate limiting for current development (0.59 ms in this example).
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Liquid filament
Outlet of
glas tube

Glas pipette with a whole cell or
an out side out patch on its tip.

Fig. 11: Liquid filament used for ultrafast agonist application.
Left: A liquid filament (agonist) streaming out of the outlet of a glass tube connected to a agonist
reservoir. The yellow arrow indicates the position of the cell/out-side-out patch on the glass pipette:
near to the liquid filament. Right: due to activation of the piezo translator the liquid filament changed its
position downwards. As a consequence the tip of the pipette with the whole cell/ outside out patch is
dipped in-between < 100µsec into the liquid filament/ agonist solution.
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Temporospatial coupling of networked synaptic activation of
AMPA-type GluR channels and calcium transients in cultured rat
motoneurons

Long term cultures of embryonic rat spinal cord motoneurons (Haastert et al., 2005)
were investigated. Motoneurons formed functional networks in vitro as indicated by
spontaneous synaptic activity of these neurons. Due to the synaptic connections via
AMPA-type GluR channels we were able to measure the intracellular calcium
transients

of

motoneurons

and

excitatory

postsynaptic

currents

(EPSCs)

simultaneously.

Cell Cultures
Spinal motoneurons and dorsal horn neurons were cultured as previously described
(Haastert et al., 2005). In brief, on gestational day 14/15 lumbal regions of ventral
and dorsal spinal cords of Spraque Dawley rat embryos were harvested. After tissue
dissociation the motoneurons were enriched by gradient density centrifugation using
OptiPrep (Sigma). Cells were differentiated in four-well-plates on glass cover slips in
a co-culture system with neonatal rat Schwann cells.

Identification of motoneurons
According to previous studies (Haastert et al., 2005; Vandenberghe et al., 2000b) in
ventral horn preparations cells have to exceed at minimum a diameter of 20 μm to be
considered as motoneurons.
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In dorsal horn preparations neurons exceeding a diameter of 37.5 μm had a
probability of about 80 % to be motoneurons. This was found in additional
experiments in which dorsal horn preparations were double stained with antibodies to
ßIII- Tubulin (fig. 12 A) to estimate the total neuronal population and with SMI 32antibodies to the non- phosphorylated neurofilament H/M at DIV 10. In the given
cultures SMI 32 specifically labels motoneurons (fig. 12 B). The use of Cy2 and Cy3
labeled secondary antibodies, respectively, allowed counting both cell populations
using fluorescent microscopy. The diameter of neurons which were SMI 32- and of
those which were ßIII- Tubulin- positive but SMI 32- negative were determined.
Finally the percentage of SMI 32- positive neurons (fig. 12 C, solid columns) and the
percentage of ßIII- Tubulin- positive but SMI 32- negative cells (fig. 12 C, hatched
columns) in relation to total neuronal number (all ßIII- Tubulin positive cells) was
calculated for certain cell diameter intervals. Counts were done in 9 wells of 3
different preparations (3 wells per each preparation).
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B

A

Fig. 12: Identification of motoneurons by cell diameter.

Cells were double immunolabeled using antibodies against neuronal ßIII-tubulin (A, green
fluorescence) and SMI-32 antibodies (B, red fluorescence). Scale bar: 50 μm.
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Fig. 12 C: The diagram illustrates the relative amount per total neural count of motoneurons (SMI-32positive/ßIII-tubulin-positive, solid column) and other type of neurons (ßIII-positive but SMI-32negative/ßIII- positive, hatched columns) in different diameter intervals. The total neural count implies
all ßIII-tubulin positive cells. Counts were done on DIV 10 in dorsal horn cultures. Neurons exceeding
a diameter of 37.5 μm have a probability of about 80 % to be a motoneuron.

Electrophysiology
Whole- cell voltage-clamp experiments were performed at room temperature.
Pipettes were placed on the soma and had a resistance of 3-5 MΩ when filled with
intracellular solution. Cells were included in the study if they exceeded a minimum
whole cell resistance of 120 MΩ and showed a series resistance < 20 MΩ.
Responses were recorded by an EPC 9 amplifier (HEKA electronics, Lamprecht,
Germany). Membrane currents were sampled at 10 kHz and filtered with 5 kHz. The
intracellular solution consisted of HEPES 2.38 g/l, potassium gluconate 32.79 g/l,
MgCl2 0.19 g/l, Na2-ATP 2.2 g/l and Na-GTP 0.21g/l. The extracellular solution
contained HEPES 2.76 g/l, KCl 0.44 g/l, MgCl2 0.11 g/l, NaCl 7.54 g/l, Glucose 2.07
g/l and CaCl2 0.35 g/l. pH was adjusted with NaOH ad 7.3. Cells were perfused with
extracellular solution with 2 ml/min.
For estimation of the physiological membrane potential the current clamp mode was
used. For voltage clamp measurements cells were held at a membrane potential of –
80 mV.
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Calcium Imaging
High spatiotemporal resolution FURA-2 AM calcium imaging was used to monitor
cytosolic calcium transients in individual neurons (20 Hz, Till Vision Imaging System
by TillPhotonics, Germany). Cells cultured on glass cover slips were incubated for 20
minutes with the membrane permeable ester form of FURA 2. For the analysis of
calcium transients, background subtraction was used and subcellular regions of
interest were defined over the nucleus, perinuclear region, cytosol, neurite base and
neurite.
Patch clamp recordings at –80 mV membrane potential and Calcium Imaging were
used simultaneously.

Substances
6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (CNQX, Sigma Aldrich), a selective blocker of
Kainate- and AMPA-type GluR channels, was diluted in extracellular buffer to
achieve a concentration of 10 μM. The NMDA blocker MK- 801 (Tocris) was applied
at concentrations of 10 and 100 μM. Cyclothiazide (Tocris), an AMPA desensitisation
blocker, was used at a concentration of 100 μM. The SERCA pump inhibitor
cyclopiazonic acid (CPA, Sigma Aldrich) was added at a concentration of 10 μM and
dantrolene (Sigma Aldrich), a blocker of ryanodine receptors, at a concentration of 30
μM.

The experimental values are given as mean ± s.e.m. in the result section.
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Evaluation of neuroprotective strategies

Toxicity experiments

Motor neuron cultures were exposed to Kainate (30 µM), Dantrolene (30 µM), a
combination of Dantrolene and Kainate (each 30 µM) or to normal medium for 24 h at
day 13 in culture. At the end of the 24h period cells were fixed in 4 % paraformaldehyde. To extrapolate selective vulnerability towards above drug protocols, all
neurons were stained by antibodies against ß-III-tubulin and motor neurons were
identified by staining with SMI 32 antibodies. The number of the motor neurons in
relation to all neurons was taken as a sensitive marker to extrapolate selective
vulnerability of motor neurons in case of differentiating effects of the applied drugs.

Molecular mechanisms of action of the neuroprotective substance Riluzole on
Glutamate and GABAA- receptors respectively

Expression of recombinant GABAA-receptors
Transformed human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 cells were co-transfected with rat
α1, ß2 and γ2s or α1 and ß2 GABAA-receptor subunits. Cells were cultured in DMEM,
supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS), 100 U/ml Penicilllin and 100 μg/ml
Streptomycin at 37 °C and 5 % CO2. For transfection in an electroporation device
(EquiBio, UK) plasmid DNAs for the three different receptor subunits were used in a
ratio of 1:1:2 for α1:ß2:γ2 and 1:1 for α1:ß2, respectively. The cDNAs were subcloned
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each in pCDM8 expression vector (Invitrogen). After transfection cells were replated
on glass cover slips in DMEM with 10 % FCS and incubated for 15- 18 hours.

Expression of recombinant Glutamate receptors
For this purpose we transfected HEK 293 cells with DNA for the homomeric
GluR2flipGQ or GluR2L505Y AMPA-type receptors.

Electrophysiology
Patch clamp measurements were performed with outside out patches for fast
application experiments using standard methods (Hamill et al., 1981). Patch pipettes,
pulled from borosilicate glass tubes with a DMZ- Universal puller (Zeitz Instruments,
Augsburg, Germany), had series resistances between 4 and 10 MΩ when filled with
intracellular solution. The intracellular buffer consisted of (in mM) 140 KCl, 11 EGTA,
10 HEPES, 10 glucose and 2 MgCl2. The osmolarity was adjusted to 340 mosm/l with
mannitol. The extracellular buffer for superfusion contained (in mM) 142 NaCl,
5.3 KCl, 0.67 Na2HPO4, 0.22 KH2PO4, 15 HEPES, 5.6 D-(+)-Glucose and 2 CaCl2,
pH 7.4, with NaOH. The pH of both solutions was adjusted to 7.3. Data were
recorded with an Axopatch 200B patch clamp amplifier (Axon instruments, Union
City, USA).

Kinetic analysis
Currents were sampled with 20 kHz by a Digidata 1200 Interface and the pClamp 6
software (Axon Instruments). GABA was obtained from Sigma (Deisenhofen,
Germany), Riluzole was provided from Aventis (Strasbourg, France). All experimental
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data are given as mean ± S.E.M. Statistical analysis was performed using the
independent t-test. Significance was accepted at the p < 0.05 level.
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Results:
Temporospatial coupling of networked synaptic activation of
AMPA-type GluR channels and calcium transients in cultured rat
motoneurons

In long- term cultured embryonic motoneurons spontaneous inward currents and
simultaneous whole cell cytosolic fast calcium transients were observed from DIV 10
on, indicating functional synaptic connections in vitro.
In ventral horn preparations it had previously been shown that neurons have to
exceed a diameter of at least 20 μm to be a motoneuron (Haastert et al., 2005;
Vandenberghe et al., 2000b). In dorsal horn preparations we found that only neurons
with a diameter > 37.5 μm can be considered as motoneurons (fig. 12). Ventral horn
neurons included in the study had diameters between 24 and 50 μm and dorsal horn
neurons had diameters between 38 and 62 μm. Therefore all included neurons were
most probably motoneurons.
Cells in our cell culture system showed a resting potential of –72.4 mV ± 2.1 mV (n =
20). The patch pipette was positioned on the cell soma (see fig. 13 A). Under current
clamp conditions spontaneously occurring depolarizations could be observed. Some
of these events reached positive voltage values resembling action potentials,
whereas other depolarizations never exceeded – 50mV (see fig. 13 B). For
characterization of the currents underlying such voltage peaks, we performed
experiments under voltage clamp conditions (holding potential – 80mV, fig. 13 C).
Under these conditions spontaneous ion currents were also observed. These
currents could be divided into two groups. Group one had smaller amplitudes (< 0.5
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nA) and slower decay times > 2ms (fig. 13 C, I). Group two showed a characteristic
shape with a moderate decrease in the beginning followed by a sharp peak (fig. 13
C, II). These fast inward currents showed uniform decay times of 1.30 ms ± 0.03 ms,
rise times of 0.78 ms ± 0.01 ms (n = 241 events in 8 different motoneurons) and
reached comparable amplitudes in individual cells. However, the amplitudes of fast
current transients differed markedly from cell to cell (1.8 nA ± 0.8 nA, n = 241).
Therefore thresholds that were always exceeded by the current amplitudes were
listed for eight individual cells in table 1.

Cell No.

Threshold (nA)

1

0.5

2

1.9

3

0.7

4

0.7

5

0.75

6

1

7

1

8

0.7

Table 1
Thresholds that had to be exceeded in individual cells to induce a calcium transient (nA). Thresholds
considerably varied between cells but always exceeded 0.5 nA.

The kinetics of these fast current transients pointed to fast sodium inward currents.
The fast current transients with high current amplitudes occurred only when low
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amplitude events preceded (fig. 13 C, II). The low amplitude currents were therefore
regarded as spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs).

0.05 V
5 ms

0.05 V
5 ms

1 nA
2 ms

Fig. 13: Characterization of spontaneous occurring currents in networked motoneurons

A. Patched motoneuron in a ventral horn culture on a glass cover slip during whole cell
measurements. The Patch Pipette is positioned on the cell soma. Length of scale bar: 40 μm. B.
Current Clamp measurement. The resting potential was –72.4 mV ± 2.13 mV, n = 20. Different types
of depolarization could be observed: high events exceeding 0 mV and smaller depolarization never
exceeding – 50 mV. Inset I: magnification of a smaller depolarization showing a decay time > 2 ms.
Inset II: magnification in time of a high depolarization indicating a characteristic shape and a decay
time < 2 ms. C. Voltage clamp measurement of the same cell as in figure 2 B, holding potential – 80
mV. Inset I: magnification of a smaller current with a decay time around 6ms. Inset II: magnification of
a high amplitude current with a characteristic shape and a decay time < 2ms.

As we were interested in the influence of membrane currents on the intracellular
calcium homeostasis, we investigated the cytosolic calcium concentration by the use
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of a calcium imaging system in combination with electrophysiological measurements.
In fig. 14 A a neurite base of a patched motoneuron is marked as a region of interest
(ROI). Fig. 14 C shows the almost simultaneous occurrence of fast inward currents
and the intracellular calcium transients in the marked ROI. Cytosolic calcium
transients appeared within 50 ms after fast inward currents. To evaluate whether the
calcium transients were due to a calcium influx from the extracellular space during
the fast inward currents we calculated the area under the curve (AUC) of EPSCs and
fast sodium currents. Inset I indicates the AUC of an EPSC, amounting to -2.2x 10-11
As. Inset II shows the small elevation of the calcium concentration (56 nM) following
the EPSC. The charge carried solely during the fast sodium current was -4.1x 10-12
As (inset IIIb) and the corresponding calcium elevation was 571 nM (inset IV).
Therefore, ~1/5 of the charge carried during the EPSC in inset I led to a 10-fold
higher increase in intracellular calcium concentration. It could be argued that the
EPSC underlying the fast sodium current needs be taken into account. Integration of
the fast sodium current and its underlying EPSC together revealed a carried charge
of -1.6x 10-10 As (inset IIIa), which is only 7-fold higher than the charge carried by the
EPSC alone.
Therefore, calcium elevations in the cell after fast sodium currents are much higher
than those following an EPSC and cannot be explained by a calcium entry from the
extracellular space. Fast inward currents on the one hand and the calcium transients
on the other hand showed a stereotypic shape as indicated by an overlay of three
different events in fig. 14 B. The decay times of the calcium transients (850 ms ± 111
ms, n = 60 events of 10 different motoneurons) were by some orders of magnitude
slower than those of the fast inward currents (1.30 ms ± 0.03 ms, n = 241) (fig. 14 C).
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Fig. 14: Intracellular calcium transients follow fast inward currents.
A. Motoneuron incubated with the fluorescent dye FURA-2 AM. The white circle indicates the neurite
base marked as a region of interest (ROI). Scale bar: 40 μm. B. Overlay of three different calcium
transients and their corresponding currents. The stereotypic shape of calcium transients and currents
can easily be perceived. Decay times of currents are much shorter than those of calcium transients.
Mean decay time of calcium transients: 850 ms ± 111 ms (n= 60 events of 10 different motoneurons)
as ascertained by use of a mono- exponential fit. Mean decay time of a fast inward current: 1.30 ms ±
0.03 ms (n=241). C. Simultaneous measurement of membrane current (holding potential – 80mV) and
intracellular calcium concentration in the marked ROI. The upper trace shows spontaneously occurring
currents (fast sodium inward currents and spontaneous EPSCs). The lower trace indicates alterations
of the intracellular calcium concentration over time. Fast sodium currents occurred simultaneously with
intracellular calcium transients. Spontaneous EPSCs did not show any effect on the intracellular
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calcium concentration. Intracellular calcium transients were not due to an entrance of calcium from the
external space as indicated by integration of the different current events. Inset I and III show the
integrated current events. The grey line (in each inset) indicates the baseline used for integration.
Inset II and IV show the corresponding elevations of the intracellular calcium concentration.

Summarizing the results so far, the spontaneous currents observed under voltage
clamp conditions could be divided in two groups: currents with low amplitudes (< 0.5
nA) and slow current decay (> 2 ms), corresponding to EPSCs, and currents with
high amplitudes (> 0.5 nA) and fast current decay (< 2 ms), presumed to correspond
to fast sodium currents. As was depicted in figs. 14 D and E, calcium transients were
observed only after fast sodium currents.

Decay (ms)

N=8

Amplitude (nA)

N=8

8

25

6
15
4
5

2

2
0

+

-

Simultaneously occuring calcium transient:
yes (+)/no (-)
D

0

+

-

Simultaneously occuring calcium transient:
yes (+)/no (-)
E

D. Currents characterized by their decay times were plotted against the simultaneous occurrence of
calcium transients. Only currents with short decay times < 2 ms were followed by a calcium transient.
E. Currents characterized by their amplitudes were plotted against the simultaneous occurrence with
calcium transients. Only currents with amplitudes > 0.5 nA were followed by a calcium transient. N=
number of investigated neurons.
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The spontaneous inward currents and the corresponding calcium transients were
completely abolished by the specific blocker of kainate- and AMPA-type GluR
channels CNQX (10 μM, n = 10). In contrast, the N-methyl-d-aspartate receptor
(NMDAR) blocker MK- 801 (either 10 μM, n = 10 or 100 μM, n = 4) had no effect on
the spontaneous activity of motoneurons. These results strongly indicate that the
spontaneous activity was triggered mainly by the activation of AMPA type GluR
channels (see fig. 15 A and B).
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Fig. 15: Fast inward currents and intracellular calcium transients depend on AMPAR activity.
A. Currents (holding potential – 80 mV) and corresponding calcium transients were completely
abolished by the selective Kainate- and AMPA-type GluR channel blocker CNQX (10 μM). B. The
NMDA receptor blocker MK- 801 (10 or 100 μM) had no effect.

Typically, the time constants of current decay of the spontaneous EPSCs had values
between 3 to 6 ms and did not induce calcium transients (fig. 15 C, Ia).
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Addition of cyclothiazide (100 μM, n = 8), which blocks the desensitization of AMPAtype GluR channels, increased the spontaneous activity markedly as shown in fig. 15
C. Application of cyclothiazide led to a higher frequency of spontaneous EPSCs (fig.
15 C) and prolonged their decay time to values about 25 ms (fig. 15 C Ib and Ic).
Additionally, fast sodium currents were observed more often in the presence of
cyclothiazide (fig. 15 C) but did not show any alterations of their kinetics.

2 nA

I
Ia
Ib

II
0.5 nA

1 nA

5 ms

5 ms

Overlay:

Ic
50 nM

Cyclothiazide

20 s

C

C. The AMPA-type GluR channel desensitization blocker cyclothiazide lead to a higher rate of
spontaneously occurring sEPSCs. Fast sodium currents could be observed more often in the
presence of cyclothiazide. Inset Ia: Spontaneously occurring EPSC before application of cyclothiazide
at a higher magnification. Ib: The same kind of current under influence of cyclothazide with a slower
decay time. Ic: Overlay of Ia and Ib stressing the slower desensitization/deactivation. Inset II:
Magnification of a fast sodium current.

To investigate if the fast inward currents lead to regionally restricted calcium
elevations we examined the behaviour of the calcium concentration in several
regions of the cell. In motoneurons (fig. 16 A) under patch clamp conditions (fig. 16
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A, inset), the nucleus, perinuclear region, cytoplasm, neurite base and neurite were
marked as ROIs. We found that a fast inward current was followed by simultaneous
calcium transients throughout the cell. These calcium transients reached different
amplitudes but started at the same time point (fig. 16 B).
2 nA

3

1
4

400 nM

2
5

5
10 s
A

4
3
2
1

B

Fig. 16: Calcium transients seem to start at the same time point in all regions of the cell.
A. Fluorescence image of a motoneuron after incubation with FURA-2 AM. Inset: the same
motoneuron in transmission light: a patch pipette is positioned on the cell soma. The numbered circles
indicate different marked regions of interest in the cell. 1 = nucleus, 2 = perinuclear region, 3 =
cytoplasm, 4 = neurite base, 5 = neurite. Scale bar: 15 μm. B. Upper trace: spontaneous occurring
membrane currents (holding potential – 80 mV). Lower trace: simultaneous alterations of the
intracellular calcium concentration in different regions of interest in the cell as marked in fig. 5 A.

The simultaneous intracellular calcium transients depend therefore on a fast
intracellular conduction system as calcium signals should not spread along the
voltage clamped cell membrane at –80 mV. It is improbable that similar synaptic
inputs arrive simultaneously on the whole cell body. The minimal velocity of such
intracellular signalling process can be roughly estimated: two regions of interest (fig.
16 C, 1 and 2) that were assumed to be within the voltage clamped somatic
membrane were marked. In fig. 16 D the calcium concentration in both ROIs is
displayed over time. A high magnification (fig. 16 E) confirmed that the calcium
transients rose at the same time point and followed inward currents within 50 ms.
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The length of the distance between ROI 1 and 2 (D) in fig. 16 C is 30 μm. At a
registration frequency of 20 Hz it can be assumed that the spreading of the calcium
signal within the soma has a minimal velocity of 600 μm/sec.

1nA

D

1 200 nM
10 s

2

D

C
1 nA

1
200 nM
2
50 ms
E

C. The circles indicate two neurite bases as regions of interest (ROI) on opposite sides of the cell
soma. D represents the distance (D) between ROI 1 and 2. In this particular case the distance
measures ~ 30 μm. Scale bar: 15 μm. D. Upper trace: spontaneous occurring membrane currents
(holding potential – 80 mV). Lower trace: simultaneous alterations of the intracellular calcium
concentration in the two ROIs marked in fig. 5 C. E. Calcium transients in the two neurite bases
followed within 50 ms after an action potential like inward current. The increase of the calcium
concentration seems to start at the same time point in both regions. Concerning the temporal
resolution of 20 Hz (every 50 ms one picture) the behaviour between time points in the rectangle
remains unclear.
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Thomas et al. (2001) found that the velocity of spreading calcium signals following a
depolarization along cell areas containing ER averaged to 118 ± 39 µm/sec in
contrast to 48 ± 8 µm/sec in those areas without ER in rat megakaryocytes.
Furthermore the ER has been described as a neuron within a neuron (Berridge 1998)
and is also involved in calcium induced calcium release (CICR). We therefore
investigated whether the ER could serve as an intracellular conduction system to
forward the calcium signals. This was tested by application of the SERCA pump
inhibitor cyclopiazonic acid (CPA) and the ryanodine receptor blocker dantrolene.
Application of both drugs led to a nearly complete block of the spontaneous calcium
transients in the cultured motoneurons (fig. 17 A and B, n = 8 for each condition).
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200 nM

A

Cyclopiazonic Acid

50 s

200 nM

B

Dantrolene

40 s

Fig. 17: Calcium transients are due to a calcium release from the ER via activation of ryanodine receptors

A. Cyclopiazonic Acid (CPA) which blocks selectively but reversibly the SERCA pumps of the ER
induced a reduction of spontaneous occurring calcium transients in all ROIs of the cell. B. Dantrolene,
a selective blocker of the ryanodine receptors expressed on the ER surface also reduced amplitudes
of spontaneous occurring calcium transients in all ROIs of the cell.
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Evaluation of neuroprotecive strategies

Toxicity experiments
As we were interested if the reduction of intracellular calcium transients by
Dantrolene could have neuroprotective properties we performed toxicity experiments.
Cultured ventral horn cells were exposed for 24 hours to Kainate (30 µM), Dantrolene
(30 µM), a combination of Dantrolene and Kainate (each 30 µM) in culture medium or
to normal culture medium as control condition.
After fixation and immunostaining for all neurons (ß III tubulin staining) as well as
motorneurons (npNF-H/M immunopositive), we calculated the percentage of motor
neurons as a marker of specific viability in our culture system. In the control
condition, motor neurons represented 27.1 ± 3.5 % of the neurons in culture (n =9
wells). After 24 h exposure to Kainate, the motor neuron percentage decreased to
18.0 ± 4.1 % (n =9). Simultaneous application of Dantrolene protected motor neurons
by restoring the motor fraction to 27.4 ± 3.0 % (n= 9, p < 0.05). Incubation with
Dantrolene alone increased the motor neuron fraction to 39.8 ± 7.3 % which was a
non- significant trend (p= 0.073).
Summarizing our results, we show that cultured motoneurons build up functional
networks with spontaneous occurring EPSCs due to AMPAergic synaptic
transmission, action potentials, and resulting calcium transients. Because the calcium
transients were completely blocked by CPA or Dantrolene it is suggested that the
calcium transients of motoneurons which follow the fast sodium currents are induced
by CICR from the ER. Furthermore we found possible neuroprotective properties of
Dantrolene as it prevented cell death in excitotoxicity.
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Molecular mechanisms of action of the neuroprotective substance Riluzole on
Glutamate and GABAA- receptors respectively

Effect of Riluzole on non- desensitising GluR2L504y AMPA-type receptor
channels
Co-application of Riluzole and agonist
Co- application experiments were performed using a modified fast application patchclamp technique. 10 mM glutamate solution was applied without or with 0 mM, 0.1
mM, 1 mM or 3 mM Riluzole.
In fig. 18 A original current curves were averaged which were obtained from wholecell measurements in HEK cells transfected with GluR2L504Y.
The relative amplitudes after co-application of 10 mM glutamate with 0.1 mM, 1 mM
or 3 mM Riluzole were 0.98, 1.01 and 1.00 respectively. Data from different
experiments are shown in fig. 18 B and table 2. No significant differences could be
shown.
For the AUCs we assessed values of 0.99, 0.87 and 0.79 respectively and for the
percentage of desensitization 0.93, 0.75 and 0.52. Both parameters were obviously
reduced (fig. 18 B and table 2). The effect was reversible upon transition back to the
stream of control solution.
Values for the relative time to peak (fig. 18 B and table 2) were 1.00, 0.95, and 1.00
and for the τdea (fig. 18 C and table 2) 10.67, 10.38 and 10.71 ms (in both cases no
significant differences).
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Fig. 18: Co- application of Riluzole and agonist in GluR2L504y AMPA-type receptor channels

(A) 200 ms pulses of glutamate or glutamate + the respective Riluzole concentration (as indicated)
were applied to GluR2L504Y channels. (B) shows the relative peak current amplitude (■), rise time (×),
rAUC (▲), relative current amplitude of steady state (○). In (C) deactivation time (τdec) and time
constant of current decay (τB1,2) in the presence of glutamate (as indicated) with or without Riluzole are
depicted. The holding potential was -40 mV in all experiments. Data points for results are presented as
means ± S.E.M.
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Additional application of 1mM and 3mM Riluzole to 10mM glutamate led to
desensitisation behaviour of GluR2L504Y receptors (which normally show no
desensitisation at all). Desensitisation kinetics were fitted best bi-exponentially. Both
time constants showed dependence on the concentration of Riluzole: τB1 decreased
from 11.46 (11.06 + 0.87, n=7) ms at 1mM Riluzole to 7.65 (7.04 + 0.30, n=4) ms
(p=0.02) under application 3mM Riluzole, τB2 decreased from 101 (103.32 + 4.84) ms
to 69 (66.43 + 7.76) ms (p=0.003). Furthermore, we observed re-opening currents in
8 % (10 + 2%) of events when 3mM Riluzole was co-applied.
Riluzole blocks the GluR2L504Y receptor channels dose-dependently. In higher
concentration levels of Riluzole a decrease of the rAUC, a decrease of current decay
during application and decrease of steady state current could be observed. These
and the reopening current phenomenon might point to an open-channel block.

τdea

n

+Riluzole

rAmp

0.1mM

0.98 + 0.01 0.93 + 0.04 0.98 + 0.01 0.94 + 0.01 10.67 + 1.54

9

1mM

1.02 + 0.02 0.96 + 0.03 0.84 + 0.04 0.77 + 0.02 10.39 + 1.44

9

3mM

1.01 + 0.02 1.02 + 0.04 0.76 + 0.04 0.51 + 0.02 10.71 + 0.81

4

P

0.07

rTTP

0.44

rAUC

<0.001

rCdes

<0.001

0.99

Table 2
Co- application of Riluzole and glutamate on GluR2L504Y receptors
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Pre-incubation experiments of patches with Riluzole
10 mM Glutamate

100 ms

10 pA

10 mM glutamate
0.01 mM Riluzole

10 mM Glutamate
0.1 mM Riluzole

10 mM Glutamate
1 mM Riluzole
A

1
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rA
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1 1mM
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B

Fig. 19: Pre-incubation experiments of patches with Riluzole in GluR2L504y AMPA-type receptor
channels
(A) shows averaged original current traces before and after 30 seconds pre-incubation of outside-out
patches transfected with GluR2L504Y channels with 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 and 1 mM Riluzole (as indicated).
(B) shows the relative peak current amplitude (■), rAUC (▲) in the presence of glutamate before and
after 30 seconds pre-incubation with Riluzole. The holding potential was -40 mV in all experiments.
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To answer the question if there is an additional block effect to the described open
channel block, for example an competitive block effect, we pre-incubated the patched
cells with increasing concentrations of Riluzole before applying 10 mM glutamate and
the corresponding concentration of Riluzole.
In fig. 19 A averaged original current traces are shown, which were obtained after
pre-incubation of outside-out patches containing the GluR2L504Y subunit with 0.001,
0.01, 0.1 and 1 mM of Riluzole, respectively.
The relative amplitudes had values of 0.98 (0.99 + 0.01), 0.98 (1.01 + 0.02), 0.93
(0.92 + 0.02) and 0.19 (0.19 + 0.01, p<0.001), the rAUC 0.98 (0.99 + 0.01), 0.97
(1.00 + 0.02), 0.91 (0.92 + 0.02), and 0.10 (0.14 + 0.03, p<0.001). The difference
between 0.01 and 0.1mM Riluzole was also significant (prAmp = 0.049, prAUC = 0.046).
Compared to the co-application test, the block effect upon pre-incubation is stronger
at the same concentration. For example, the rAUC at co-application of 1mM Riluzole
was 0.84 + 0.04, at pre-incubation it was 0.14 + 0.03. These pre-incubation
experiments strongly indicate an additional competitive block effect.
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Effect of Riluzole on GluR2flipGQ AMPA-type receptor channels
Co-application with or without background pre-incubation of patches with Riluzole
To answer the question if there is an effect of Riluzole on GluR2flipGQ receptor
channels we performed co-application and pre-incubation experiments as shown in
fig. 20.
First we measured the currents induced by 10 mM glutamate + increasing
concentrations of Riluzole (0.1, 0.3, 1 or 3 mM). In a second step we pre-incubated
patches for 30 seconds with Riluzole (indicated in fig. 20 B) before applying the test
solutions containing 10 mM glutamate and the corresponding concentration of
Riluzole.

A

B
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Fig. 20 Co-application with or without background pre-incubation of patches with Riluzole in
GluR2flipGQ AMPA-type receptor channels
(A) 200 ms pulses of glutamate or glutamate + the respective Riluzole concentration as indicated were
applied to GluR2flipGQ channels. (B) The currents were elicited from patches that were incubated 30
seconds with Riluzole as indicated before application of test solutions. (C) The relative peak current
amplitude (■), rAUC (▲), rise time (×) in the pre-incubation experiments and the relative peak current
amplitude ( ), rAUC (△), (D) rise time (+), and (E) time constant of current decay (τB) in the presence
of glutamate without or with Riluzole in the co-application or pre-incubation experiments. The holding
potential was -40 mV in all experiments.
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The currents shown in fig. 20 A and B were obtained from one cell which expressed
GluR2flipGQ channels. Fig. 20 C, D, E and table 3 show the results of independent
experiments.
After co-application of 10mM glutamate and 0.1, 0.3, 1, or 3mM Riluzole, the relative
amplitude (fig. 20 A and C; Table 3) showed values of 0.99, 1.01, 0.98 and 1.02 and
the rAUC 1.01, 1.00, 1.03 and 1.10 respectively. No significant differences occurred.
The same tendency could be observed for the rTTP (fig. 20 D): 0.99, 0.95, 0.97 and
0.96.
For the decay time constant τB (fig. 20 E) of currents in prolonged presence of 10 mM
glutamate in combination with 0, 0.1, 0.3, 1, or 3mM Riluzole we measured values of
6.86, 6.77, 6.95, 7.10 and 7.20 ms respectively and found no significant differences
(p=0.92).
In pre-incubation experiments with 0.1 , 0.3, 1, or 3mM Riluzole the rAmp (Fig. 20
B,C) of currents induced by 10 mM glutamate showed values of 0.64, 0.66, 0.48 and
0.22 respectively, the rAUC (fig. 20 B, C) 0.64, 0.66, 0.40 and 0.38. Both parameters
were therefore significantly reduced. The relative rise time (fig. 20 B, D) prolonged
from 1.08, 1.10, and 1.33 to 1.50. τB (fig. 20 B, E) was not changed (6.48, 7.10, 7.13
and 7.8, p=0.78).
Block effects of Riluzole on GluR2flipGQ appeared mainly in pre-incubation
experiments, pointing to a competitive block mechanism.
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Riluzole rAmp co.

rAmp pre.

rTTP co.

rTTP pre.

rAUC co.

rAUC pre.

0.1 mM

0.97 + 0.02 0.68 + 0.03 0.99 + 0.02 1.08 + 0.05 0.97 + 0.05 0.72 + 0.04

0.3 mM

0.98 + 0.03 0.65 + 0.03 0.98 + 0.05 1.16 + 0.05 1.05 + 0.05 0.65 + 0.04

1 mM

1.02 + 0.03 0.44 + 0.07 1.04 + 0.05 1.37 + 0.01 0.98 + 0.05 0.38 + 0.06

3 mM

1.04 + 0.07 0.20 + 0.02 0.98 + 0.02 1.75 + 0.25 1.16 + 0.10 0.34 + 0.05

p

0.68

<0.001

0.66

0.001

0.18

<0.001

Table 3
Co-application with or without background pre-incubation of patches with Riluzole.
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Effect of Riluzole on GABAA receptors

In a first series of experiments addressing the interaction of Riluzole with activated
GABAA-receptor channels, GABA was applied in a saturating concentration of 1 mM
to excised outside-out patches from HEK 293 cells which were transfected with
recombinant α1β2γ2s or α1β2 GABAA- receptors.
First, we analysed the effect of Riluzole on the single-channel conductance. Since we
selected small outside-out patches for the fast application study, we could resolve
single channel events in many patches with a lower number of channels activated
and a sufficient signal to noise ratio. There were no differences in the main obvious
single channel conductance level observed in single channel events elicited by
application of 1 mM GABA or 1 mM GABA in combination with 1 mM Riluzole to
α1β2γ2s GABAA-receptors. The amplitudes of single channel openings showed no
obvious changes in the absence (30 ± 3 pS, in 3 patches, Krampfl et al. 2005) or
presence of Riluzole (29 ± 4 pS in 6 patches; fig. 21 A and B). Therefore, Riluzole
does not obviously alter the main conductance level of GABAA-receptor channels.
Thus, a decrease in peak current amplitudes in the presence of Riluzole would rather
result from a negative effect on open probability or mean duration of channel
openings.
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Fig. 21: Application of Riluzole did not alter single channel conductance but increased open time
probability.
A. Single channel openings in a current of an α1β2γ2s GABAA receptor activated by 1 mM GABA,
filtered with 2000 Hz.
B. Current of an α1β2γ2s GABAA receptor upon application of 1 mM GABA and 1mM Riluzole, filtered
with 2000 Hz.

Application of 1 mM GABA to outside-out patches containing α1β2γ2s GABAAreceptors elicited fast current transients with a mean absolute current amplitude of –
79.76 ± 20.04 pA, n = 13. Co-application of Riluzole in a concentration of 30 μM, 100
μM, 300 μM or 1 mM reduced the absolute peak current amplitude with increasing
dosage (tab. 4). Co-application of 1 mM Riluzole led to a reduction of the maximum
peak current amplitude to 61.7 ± 4 % (n = 4).
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Concentration of
20/80 Rise Time
Riluzole (μM),
(ms)
simultaneuosly applied
with 1mM GABA
0
0.68 ± 0.1, n = 13

-79.76 ± 20.05, n= 13

30

0.5 ± 0.04, n= 4

-42.67 ± 8.49, n= 4

100

0.46 ± 0.06, n= 4

-51.75 ± 13.67, n= 4

300

0.37 ± 0.09, n= 4

-37.24 ± 7.12, n= 4

1000

0.35 ± 0.05, n= 3

-30.58 ± 2.12, n= 3

Peak current amplitude
(pA)

Table 4
Rise times and peak current amplitudes under co- application of 1mM GABA with different
concentrations of Riluzole

Rise times were measured as 20-80% of maximum peak current amplitude. There
was a significant decrease of the rise time with increasing concentrations of Riluzole
(0.69 ± 0.12 ms, n = 13 without Riluzole and 0.35 ± 0.05 ms, n = 4 with coapplication of 1 mM Riluzole).
Desensitisation of current transients elicited by application of 200 ms pulses of 1 mM
GABA was best fitted with the sum of two exponentials with time constants τdes-fast,
mean 10.79 ± 1.68, relative amplitude 0.31 ± 0.05, and τdes-slow, mean 199.33 ± 36.13,
relative amplitude 0.69 ± 0.05, n= 8. The steady state current amplitude was of 50 ±
4 % (n= 11) of the whole current amplitude determined as the constant of the best biexponential fit. Co- application of Riluzole in increasing concentrations (30, 100, 300
μM and 1 mM) led to a significant acceleration of the fast and the slower
desensitisation time constant (fig. 23 A). The proportion of τdes-fast increased with
increasing concentrations of Riluzole. Proportions of τdes-fast and τdes-slow were even
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inverted in case of co-application of 1 mM Riluzole (fig. 23B). The steady state
current decreased with higher Riluzole concentrations (fig. 22).

Fig. 22: Influence of increasing dosages of Riluzole on currents induced by 1 mM GABA in
α1β2γ2s GABAA-receptors.
Increasing concentrations of Riluzole led to a decrease of absolute peak amplitudes, acceleration of
desensitisation time constants and reduction of steady state currents. Each trace is the average
current of three to four different single 200 ms pulses. A. Current responses of α1β2γ2s GABAA receptor
channels to 200 ms pulses of 1 mM GABA. The grey fits indicate the two components of
desensitisation as also revealed by two time constants. Inset: the solution exchange is performed in
0.08 ms and therefore does not influence rise times (0.55 ms in this example).
B. Effect of co-administration of GABA 1mM and 10 μM Riluzole.
C. Effect of co-administration of GABA 1mM and 30 μM Riluzole.
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Fig. 23: Time constants of desensitisation and deactivation of GABAergic currents of α1β2γ2s GABAA
receptor channels in dependence of the Riluzole concentration additionally applied with 1mM GABA.
Significant differences are indicated by brackets marked with *.
A. Desensitisation time constants in dependence of the Riluzole concentration.
B. Relative amplitudes of desensitisation time constants in dependence of the Riluzole concentration.
C. Deactivation time constants in dependence of the Riluzole concentration.

After cessation of GABA application, currents deactivated with two time constants
(τdeact-fast: 17.8 ± 6.3 ms; τdeact-slow: 101.8 ± 28.3 ms, n = 7), which accelerated with
increasing Riluzole concentrations in case of coapplication (fig. 23C).
To analyse the quantitative influence of Riluzole on the phase of current decay with
no precedent desensitization we compared the best mono-exponential fit of the
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current decay after application of 1 mM GABA alone or 1 mM GABA and 1 mM
Riluzole. Application of 1 ms pulses of 1 mM GABA to α1β2γ2s GABAA-receptors
elicited fast current transients with peak current amplitudes of -195.4 ± 10.6 pA (n =
3). After cessation of application, the current transients showed a mono-exponential
decay with a time constant of deactivation of 9.5 ms ± 0.3 (n = 3). In the presence of
1 mM Riluzole, peak current amplitudes decreased to 63.5 ± 5.6 % (42.7 %; n = 3)
and the deactivation time constant accelerated to 4.0 ms ± 0.7 (n= 3).

To define the dependence of the different mechanisms of action of Riluzole on the
coexpression of the γ2-subunit, that for example is a constituent of the
benzodiazepine binding site of GABAA-receptors we investigated its effect on GABA
induced currents at α1β2 GABAA-receptors. In these experiments, we used a
concentration of 1mM Riluzole which revealed the greatest effect on GABAergic
currents of α1β2γ2s GABAA-receptors.
The α1β2 GABAA-receptors showed absolute current amplitudes of -239.4 ± 168.5 pA
(n = 6) with rise times of 1.1 ± 0.3 ms (n = 6) under application of 1 mM GABA. Upon
simultaneous application of 1 mM Riluzole, amplitudes were reduced to – 61.4 ± 36.2
pA (n = 4) with rise times of 1.2 ms ± 0.6 ms (n = 4).
Like α1β2γ2s GABAA-receptor currents, the α1β2 GABAA-receptor currents elicited by
200 ms pulses of 1 mM GABA desensitised with two time constants (τdes-fast = 28.3 ±
3.2 ms, relative amplitude 0.56 ± 0.06, n = 7; τdes-slow = 276.1 ± 78.7 ms, relative
amplitude 0.44 ± 0.06; n = 7). Application of 1 mM Riluzole significantly accelerated
time constants to τdes-fast = 16.7 ± 6.0 ms, relative amplitude= 0.48 ± 0.07 (n = 4) and

τdes-slow = 72.3 ± 37.1 ms, relative amplitude= 0.52 ± 0.07 (n= 4). In contrast to the
significant increase of the proportion of the fast time constant in α1β2γ2s GABAAreceptor currents during application of Riluzole the proportion of time constants on
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the current decay due to desensitisation remained constant in α1β2 GABAA-receptor
currents.

The time constants of deactivation (τdeact-fast= 59.1 ± 23.3 ms, and τdeact-slow= 250.8 ±
60.1 ms, n = 7) were not significantly altered by co-application of 1 mM Riluzole
(τdeact-fast= 24.3 ± 14.1 ms, and τdeact-slow = 323.1 ± 36.4 ms, n = 4) but there was no
significant effect on the proportion of the respective time constants of deactivation.

The comparison of α1β2γ2s and α1β2 GABAA-receptors with regard to their reaction
upon

application

of

1

mM

GABA

revealed

some

significant

differences.

Desensitisation kinetics (in α1β2γ2s receptors: τdes-fast 10.79 ± 1.68, τdes-slow 199.33 ±
36.13 and in α1β2 receptors: τdes-fast 28.3 ± 3.2, τdes-slow 276.1 ± 78.7) were similar,
desensitisation turned out to be significantly faster in α1β2γ2s receptors (τdes-fast: 17.8 ±
6.3, n=7; τdes-slow: 101.8 ± 28.3, n= 7) in comparison to the α1β2 receptors (τdes-fast=
59.1 ± 23.3, n= 7 and τdes-slow = 250.8 ± 60.1, n= 6) (Haas and Macdonald, 1999;
Krampfl et al., 2000; Krampfl et al., 2005).

Both receptor types showed a similar alteration of current kinetics when Riluzole was
additionally applied with 1 mM GABA. Desensitisation kinetics, rise times and
deactivation kinetics were accelerated by Riluzole in both receptor types. Differences
between both receptor types can easily be depicted in fig. 24.
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Fig. 24: Direct comparison of α1β2 and α1β2γ2s GABAA-receptors.
Each trace is the average current of four different single 200 ms pulses.
A. Application of 1mM GABA.
B. Application of 1mM GABA and 1mM Riluzole.

An enhancing effect of Riluzole on currents induced by low concentrations of GABA
(3 μM) could be observed. Riluzole was applied at concentrations of 0, 3, 10, 30 or
100 μM in combination with 3 μM GABA (fig. 25).
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Fig. 25: Potentiating effect of increasing dosages of Riluzole on current traces induced by 3 μM GABA.
Inset: Re-opening after cessation of Riluzole co-application.
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Application of 3 μM GABA to α1β2γ2s GABAA- receptors led to a relative area under
the curve (AUC) 0.23 ± 0.07 (n= 7) in relation to the AUC upon application of a
saturating concentration of 1 mM GABA. When 3 μM GABA in combination with
increasing concentrations of Riluzole was applied to α1β2γ2s GABAA-receptor
channels or α1β2 GABAA-receptors the relative area under the curve (rAUC) was 0.36
± 0.03 (n= 6) or 0.66 ± 0.14 (n= 6) in case of co-application with 3 μM Riluzole and
0.48 ± 0.04 (n= 4) or 0.98 ± 0.12 (n= 5) in combination with 30 μM Riluzole (fig. 26 A
and B). Co-Application of 100 μM Riluzole shows an increase of rAUC to 0.57 ± 0.03
for the α1β2γ2s GABAA-receptors but a decrease to 0.60 ± 0.12 (n= 6) for the α1β2
GABAA-receptor.
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Fig. 26: Potentiating effect of increasing dosages of Riluzole on GABAA receptor currents.
The potentiating effect on 3 μM GABA currents is indicated by the relative area under the curve
(AUC):
A. in α1β2γ2s GABAA-receptors
B. in α1β2 GABAA-receptors
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The maximum current amplitude showed a linear dependence on the holding
potential (fig. 27 A and C).

Fig. 27: Dependence of currents induced by 1mM GABA and 1 mM Riluzole on the holding potential.
A. Current amplitudes showed a linear dependence on membrane potential.
B. Current amplitudes of re-openings were also dependent in a linear manner on the membrane
potential.
C. Current curves at different membrane potentials.
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At co-administration of ≥ 100 μM Riluzole we could observe a re- opening currents
(inset, fig. 25).
Regarding the maximum peak current amplitude of the rebound current we found a
linear I-V relation under application of 1 mM GABA in combination with 1 mM Riluzole
as shown in fig. 27 B.
When 1 mM GABA and ≥ 100 μM Riluzole were co-applied, reopening currents could
be observed after fast (< 100 μs) cessation of application (inset, fig. 25). Regarding
the maximum peak current amplitude of the reopening current we found a linear I-V
relation upon application of 1 mM GABA in combination with 1 mM Riluzole as shown
in fig. 27 B.
Since the observation of reopening currents (fig. 27) as well as the tent like dose
response relation of co-activation (fig. 26B) point to an open channel block like
mechanism underlying these phenomena as well as the acceleration of current decay
in presence as well as after cessation of agonist we tested a simple quantitative
model of the interaction of GABA and Riluzole with GABAA receptor channels by
means of computer simulation (fig. 8). The starting point for the computer simulation
was the open liganded state of the receptor connected to desensitized states (cf. e.g.
Haas and Macdonald, 1999) and a blocked state underlying the most simple channel
block mechanism as described in Colquhoun 1995.
The backward rate constant of the presumed channel block was deduced from the
time constant of recovery from block which was around 50 ms and did not show
dependence on concentration within the range of 0.1 to 1 mM that could be tested
(fig. 28). Starting with the respective rate constant bminus = 10 s-1, the half maximal
blocking concentration with regard to the steady state current amplitude was
measured by construction of a dose-blockage curve and fitting it using the Hill
equation. By the knowledge of the backward rate and the half maximum equilibrium
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blocking concentration the forward rate of the channel block could be estimated. By
computer simulation the starting values could be fixed and the experimental results
could predicted best using bplus = 200000 mol-1s-1 (fig. 8). By that approach the
calculated current traces were perfectly in line with the experimentally observed time
course of the membrane currents.
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Discussion:

Temporospatial coupling of networked synaptic activation of
AMPA-type GluR channels and calcium transients in cultured rat
motoneurons

Various important cell functions are mediated by calcium dependent pathways (Tully
and Treistman, 2004). Activation of AMPA type receptors during chronic excitotoxicity
is thought to lead to an impaired performance of different cell tasks by disequilibrating
the intracellular calcium concentration and has an important impact on the
pathogenesis of neurodegenerative diseases like ALS (Arundine and Tymianski,
2003). However, it is still unclear if there is any direct connection between activation
of AMPA type receptors and intracellular calcium signals at all. To find out whether
activation of AMPA type receptors in motoneurons leads directly to an alteration of
the intracellular calcium homeostasis or requires further mechanisms we used the
patch clamp technique simultaneously with a calcium imaging system.
As was also described in previous studies (Palecek et al., 1999) the motoneurons
used in our study (fig. 12) showed spontaneous synaptic activity in vitro. In
accordance to the findings of Palecek et al. (1999) there was no significant increase
of the intracellular calcium concentration upon registration of spontaneous synaptic
currents. The EPSCs were clearly AMPAergic, as shown by the pharmacological
experiment with cyclothiazide, CNQX and the NMDA- antagonist MK-801 (fig. 15 A,
B, C). Significant calcium transients were observed only when the threshold for the
activation of fast sodium channels was exceeded (fig. 13, 14). These spontaneous
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fast sodium currents arose probably in the periphery as the cell soma was clamped at
– 80 mV. It is well known that it is not possible to clamp a large neuron with many
dendrites completely (Llano, 1991). Motoneurons have diameters of their cell body
between 20 µm up to more than 70 µm and show a complicated dendritic aborization.
Therefore it is assumed that only the cell body and the proximal dendrites of a
motoneuron are sufficiently clamped under our experimental conditions. As a
consequence, in more peripheral regions of the cell, action potentials can also be
generated by very small voltage deflections. Although there has been no direct
demonstration of sodium channels in the dendrites, there is evidence for
backpropagating sodium dependent spikes in dendrites of cultured motoneurons
(Lüscher and Larkum, 1998). A more detailed analysis of the fast inward currents by
modulation with different drugs was not possible in the synaptic network of our cell
culture because sodium channel blockers like tetrodotoxin or calcium channel
blockers like verapamil abolished spontaneous activity completely during bath
application of the drugs (data not shown): TTX blocked voltage gated sodium
channels not only in the postsynaptic cell but also in presynaptic neurons and
verapamil inhibited the transmitter release. Therefore it can not completely be ruled
out that the fast current events were related to a co-activation of T- type VGCC (low
voltage activated calcium channels) which also show very fast (de)activation kinetics.
However, if these channels are activated during low depolarisations to -40mV (Bean,
1985) they do not lead to depolarisations of 0 mV. The fast depolarisations exceeded
0 mV in the current clamp mode (fig. 13 B). It is therefore more probable that VGCC
are secondarily activated during the strong depolarisation induced by the fast sodium
current.
The well known modulator of the desensitisation kinetics of AMPA- type GluR
channels cyclothiazide resulted in prolonged decay kinetics of EPSCs and increased
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the frequency of fast inward currents but did not influence the time course of the fast
inward currents (fig. 15 C). Therefore, activation of the fast sodium inward currents or
action potentials in motoneurons was triggered by EPSCs for EPSPs and was
prerequisite for the generation of intracellular calcium transients. This was also found
in DRG neurons (Usachev and Thayer, 1997). However, in the more physiological
setting of our study (spontaneous synaptic transmission) the induction of intracellular
calcium signals was clearly dependent on the activation of AMPA type GluR channels
in motoneurons because all kind of activity was completely abolished by application
of CNQX (fig. 15 B). This finding is in line with results showing that AMPA type GluR
channel current density is much higher in motoneurons than in other types of neurons
(Vandenberghe et al., 2000a).
Although calcium signals reached different amplitudes in different regions of the cells
they seemed to be initiated simultaneously. The highest relative amplitudes were
achieved in the neurite and neurite base. The lowest amplitudes were observed in
the nucleus and perinuclear region. This was also found in cerebellar Purkinje cells
(Tank et al., 1988). Considering that calcium recordings were done with a temporal
resolution of 20 Hz the behaviour of the intracellular calcium concentration can not be
evaluated between two data acquisition time points (rectangle in fig. 16 E). The
minimal velocity of a calcium signal moving from ROI 1 to ROI 2 or the other way
around can roughly be determined by taking into account the length of distance D (30

μm). This distance has therefore to be covered by the signal within less than 50 ms.
Otherwise starting points of the signal in the two different regions would differ at a
temporal resolution of 20 Hz. A minimal velocity of 600 μm/sec (30 μm/50ms) could
therefore be assumed for the progression of the calcium signal. To reach a velocity of
this dimension a regenerative process is required (Thomas et al., 2001). CICR has
already been shown to follow an activation of N- type voltage gated calcium channels
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(VGCC) in pheochromocytoma cells (Tully and Treistman, 2004). Furthermore the
signal could not spread over the cell membrane as the cell soma of motoneurons was
clamped in our study. Another hint that an intracellular regenerative process has to
be involved in the formation of whole cell calcium transients was the analysis of the
area under the curve as it revealed that intracellular calcium transients were not due
to an entrance of calcium ion from the extracellular space (fig. 14 C). To confirm this
we investigated the role of the endoplasmic reticulum in the generation of calcium
transients. For this purpose we applied cyclopiazonic acid, which is a selective
inhibitor of sarcoplasmic endoplasmic calcium (SERCA) pumps which are expressed
on the surface of the ER. Under normal conditions these pumps refill the ER with
calcium from the cytosol. Therefore a blockade of the SERCA pumps leads to a
progressive depletion of the ER (Putney and Bird, 1993). The reduction of amplitudes
of the calcium transients under application of CPA (fig. 17 A) indicates that the ER is
strongly involved in intracellular calcium signalling of motoneurons. A similar finding
comes from an earlier study with thapsigargin, another inhibitor of SERCA pumps. In
this study it was shown that calcium transients following the activation of P- type
VGCC were reduced significantly in presence of thapsigargin in rat spinal
motoneurons (Scamps et al., 2004).
The reduction of the amplitudes of spontaneous occurring calcium transients by
application of dantrolene, a selective ryanodine receptor blocker, indicates that the
ER depending calcium signalling in motoneurons is mainly mediated by the activation
of ryanodine receptors (fig. 17 B). This was also observed in rat dorsal root ganglion
(DRG) neurons. Action potentials led via co-activation of VGCC to an intracellular
calcium release in DRG as indicated by after- depolarizations presumably induced by
calcium dependent ion channels. With dantrolene these after- depolarization were
completely blocked (Ayar and Kelestimur, 2002).
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This is the first time that intracellular calcium signals in spinal motoneurons were
investigated under conditions which corresponded to a regular synaptic transmission
as receptors were activated by physiological transmitter quanta, whereas other
authors either exposed cells to excitatory substances like kainate (Carriedo et al.,
2000) or depolarized cells stepwise to activate voltage gated calcium channels (Tully
and Treistman, 2004; Kennedy and Meech, 2002; Vandenberghe et al., 2000b).
Because EPSCs alone did not induce macroscopic calcium transients it is suggested
that the depolarization of motoneurons by voltage gated sodium channels activated
voltage gated calcium channels and that the influx of calcium through these channels
led to the release of calcium ions from the endoplasmic reticulum via CICR. As
modification of the AMPA receptor kinetics by cyclothiazide greatly increased calcium
transients the physiologically wide range of AMPA receptor kinetics (Grosskreutz et
al., 2003) may enable adaptive synaptic control of calcium homeostasis during
motoneuron development.
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Evaluation of neuroprotective strategies

Toxicity experiments
Balancing the AMPAR induced offset of calcium homeostasis by pharmacological
reduction of CICR may provide a specific neuroprotective mechanism in motor
neurons. We therefore exposed motor neurons in culture to a low concentration of
Kainate which induced a reduction of the viability of motor neurons expressed as
percentage of all neurons from 27 % to 18 %. Co-incubation with Dantrolene at 30
µM completely abolished this selective excitotoxic effect of Kainate in motor neurons.
Additionally, Dantrolene showed a tendency to selectively protect motor neurons
when added by it-self. Previous studies have suggested neuroprotective effects of
Dantrolene in AMPAR excitotoxicity, NMDA excitotoxicity and trauma in other
neuronal populations (Rothstein and Kuncl 1995; Popescu et al. 2002, Thorell et al.
2002) but the mechanisms involved remain unclear. Given the relative large size of
motor neurons and the amount of protein synthesis necessary to maintain the
structure of a very long axon and a complex nerve terminal, and most proteins must
pass the ER for correct protein folding, it is not surprising that in motor neurons the
amount of ER releasable calcium exceeds local calcium buffering mechanisms. Our
present results show that motor neurons are selectively protected by blockade of
CICR in cell culture, suggesting that AMPAR activation induced CICR from the ER
indeed exerts a specific toxic effect in motor neurons. Calcium entry through voltagegated calcium channels (VGCC) does not exert such profound toxicity (van den
Bosch et al. 2000). It is possible that calcium entering neurons through AMPAR is
directed to the surface of the ER via an as yet unknown special restriction within the
cell. The AMPAR binding protein APB shows a constant close association with the
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GluR2/GluR3 subunits of AMPAR and may indeed provide such a tunnel mechanism;
its intracellular binding partners are as yet unknown (Burette et al., 2001).

Molecular mechanisms of action of the neuroprotective substance Riluzole on
Glutamate and GABAA- receptors respectively

Glutamate
Riluzole, in a dose-dependent manner, is able to modulate the AMPA receptors in
terms of a competitive block mechanism and to a lower extent additionally an openchannel block mechanism.
In human GluR2flipGQ receptor significant effects of Riluzole could only be observed
in pre-incubation experiments.
In the non-desensitising GluR2L504Y receptor, we found a stronger effect in preincubation than in co-application experiments. When patches were pre-incubated
with Riluzole, the peak amplitude and rAUC were both reduced in a dose-dependent
manner. These findings indicate strongly a competitive block effect.
In the co-application experiments with GluR2L504Y receptors, relatively high
concentrations of Riluzole (1mM and 3mM) showed a block effect, which was
characterized by an increased rate of current decay with increasing concentrations
The observation of re-openings after the co-application of glutamate with 3mM
Riluzole also support an open-channel block like mechanism (Bufler et al., 1996).
Previously a reduction of kainate-induced currents in spinal motor neurons in the
presence of Riluzole with IC50 value of 1.54 µM has been reported (Albo, 2004). This
concentration could be clinically achieved by application of Riluzole 50 mg twice
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daily, the peak serum concentrations of Riluzole are described as 0.99 + 0.85µM
(0.1-6.6 µM) (Groeneveld, 2003). However, experiments with rat cortical neurons in
primary culture revealed that Riluzole decreased kainate-induced currents dosedependently with an IC50 101 µM (Zona et al., 2002) and in another study it was
reported that Riluzole inhibits kainic acid-evoked responses in oocytes expression
AMPA receptors with an IC50 of 167 µM (Debono et al., 1993). These findings were
more comparable to our results. In experiments with GluR2flipGQ, pre-incubation with
the lowest concentration of Riluzole (0.1 mM) the rAMP and rAUC showed values of
0.68 and 0.72. In experiments with GluR2L504Y a significant reduction of the rAUC
was observed when patches were pre-incubated with ≥ 0.1 mM Riluzole. The
difference might arise from the different receptor subtypes and agonists which were
used in the studies.
Because Riluzole reduced the kainate-induced currents in spinal motor neurons and
in rat cortical neurons without changing the agonist EC50, it was presumed that
Riluzole blocks AMPA-type receptor in a non-competitive manner (Albo et al., 2004;
Zona et al., 2002).
However, Zona (2002) described a reduced probability of kainate-activated ionic
channels to dwell in the open state with unchanged kinetic rate constants of
desensitization and resensitisation under application of Riluzole. This block effect did
not display any voltage-dependence.
An open channel block effect of Riluzole can be dedicted in co-application not in preincubation experiments because channels firstly must reach an open state to expose
the binding site. This condition could be ruled out experimentally: in our experiments
with both GluR2flipGQ and GluR2L504Y receptors, the effects of Riluzole were much
more pronounced in pre-incubation than in co-application experiments. Therefore we
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conclude that the competitive block of Riluzole is stronger than its non-competitive
block effect.
Riluzole has been the first compound that showed a therapeutic effect in the
treatment of ALS (Bensimon et al., 1994; Lacomblez, 1996). The neuroprotective
properties have been shown in vivo and in vitro (Peluffo et al., 1997; Couratier et al.,
1994). Many mechanisms of action have been suggested to underlie these
neuroprotective effects: antagonism of neuronal glutamatergic transmission brought
about by inhibition of different pre- and postsynaptic processes of glutamate
transmission (Bryson et al., 1996) as well as of glutamate release, attenuation of
excitatory amino acid receptor activation and reduction of excitability of the
postsynaptic cell membrane (Centonze et al., 1998). Furthermore, inhibition of
voltage-dependent sodium channels (Benoit et al., 1991; Urbani et al., 2000), dosedependent inhibition of non-inactivating (persistent) Na+ currents (INa,p) up to a
complete blockade of these currents (Urbani et al., 2000), interaction with potassium
channels (Xu et al., 2001), reduction of kainate induced currents in cortical neurons,
modulation of small and large conductance Ca2+-activated K+ channels (Cao et al.,
2002), and potentiation of postsynaptic-aminobutyric acid (GABA) responses (He et
al., 2002) might be also of importance. The effect of Riluzole is therefore probably
multifactor. However, the influence on glutamatergic action is currently favored as
explanation for the neuroprotective properties of Riluzole. In this context direct effects
on AMPA-type receptor channels like we observed might also play a role.
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GABA
The neuroprotective compound Riluzole particularly depresses glutamatergic
currents but also reduces GABAergic currents by blockade of presynaptic sodium
channels (Jehle et al., 2000; Martin et al, 1993). Besides these presynaptic effects,
Riluzole also leads to an enhancement of postsynaptic GABAA-receptor function (He
et al., 2002). In a previous study we investigated this postsynaptic effect at GABAA
and glycine receptor channels. With increasing concentrations of Riluzole the current
decay was shifted to faster time constants as indicated by the analysis of the relative
amplitudes of time constants. The absolute values of the time constants were not
affected when current transients elicited by 2 s pulses of agonist were analysed
(Mohammadi et al., 2001). Specific effects like an acceleration of current decay in the
prolonged presence of the agonists and Riluzole and a slowed deactivation phase
could be demonstrated. However, the nature of the pharmacological interaction
revealed unclear in that experiments. Therefore, in the present study the focus was
set on identifying molecular mechanisms of action of Riluzole at recombinant GABAAreceptor channels. For achieving a more detailed analysis of the time course of
current decay, we used shorter application times of 200 ms or 1 ms duration at high
recording resolution and optimized ultrafast application techniques for test solution
exchange at excised patches.

To find out whether the postsynaptic action of Riluzole depends on the
benzodiazepine binding site of the GABAA-receptor we co-transfected HEK 293 cells
with different combinations of GABAA-receptor subunits to achieve expression of
either α1β2γ2s or α1β2 GABAA-receptors. The action of benzodiazepines at GABAA-
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receptors presumes that the receptors contain either a γ2- or γ3- subunit in
combination with α1, α2, α3 or α5 subunits (Rudolph and Möhler, 2004).

Observation of current amplitudes of single channel openings revealed that Riluzole
may not obviously influence single channel conductance but rather open probability
and duration (fig. 21).

Absolute peak current amplitudes and rise times of α1β2γ2s GABAA-receptor currents
were reduced dose-dependently under co-administration of 1 mM GABA and different
concentrations of Riluzole for 200 ms, although this effect was not significant (tab. 4).
This points to an effect of Riluzole that might interfere with desensitisation or to a
block effect at the open channel. These effects were similarly observed in both
GABAA-receptor subtypes tested. Further experiments helped to trace that effect to
the underlying kinetic processes.
Currents of α1β2γ2s receptor channels induced by 1 mM GABA desensitised with τdesfast

(10.79 ± 1.68 ms, n= 8) and τdes-slow (199.33 ± 36.13 ms, n= 8), which is in

accordance with previous studies (Krampfl et al. 2000; Krampfl, 2005). The present
study revealed an acceleration of desensitisation time constants by Riluzole in both
receptor types. Especially the fast time constant became twice as fast upon
application of 1 mM Riluzole (fig. 22 and 232A) and the proportion of τdes-fast
increased with higher Riluzole concentrations (fig. 23 B). This finding was quite
surprising as our previous study revealed that only the relative proportions of the time
constants but not their absolute values were altered upon application of 2 s pulses of
Riluzole (Mohammadi, 2001). Furthermore, amplitudes became smaller upon
application of Riluzole. At co-administration of 100 μM Riluzole to currents induced
by 3 μM GABA we observed re-opening currents (inset, fig. 25) after cessation of
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application. All these findings point to an open channel block of GABAA-receptors
upon application of higher Riluzole concentrations (Schlesinger, 2004; Bufler et al.
1996).
Deactivation kinetics were influenced by Riluzole in α1β2γ2s GABAA-receptors but not
in α1β2 GABAA-receptors. The presumed open channel block mechanism of Riluzole
was shown to be independent of the presence of the γ2s subunit as both receptor
types were affected in the same way and with similar time constants of current decay
in presence of Riluzole and current recovery immediately after cessation of the
application pulse (fig. 24). Therefore, it is probable that this is a more direct effect on
the channel pore, which is well preserved in all channel types as the M2 domain is
very homologous.

In accordance to He et al. (2002) we could show a potentiating effect in α1β2γ2s
receptors of Riluzole when co-administered with a low concentration of GABA (3 μM),
fig. 26 A. This potentiating effect could also be shown in α1β2 GABAA-receptors (fig.
26 B).
He et al. (2002) showed pharmacologically, that the potentiating effect of 100 μM
Riluzole on currents induced by 2 μM GABA was not affected by the benzodiazepine
antagonist Flumazenil (10 μM). Our results support this finding since there was no
absolute dependence of the current enhancing effect on the presence of a γ-subunit
which is required for the building of the benzodiazepine binding site (Rudolph and
Möhler 2004).

On the basis of a reduced Markov model of the GABAA-receptor channel function, the
interaction of Riluzole with the activated receptor channel can be attributed most
probably to the entry from the open state directly into a blocked state like indicated in
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scheme 1 as AnB state with the rate constants bp that is dose dependent, and bm that
is not dose dependent (fig. 28). By such a model, the acceleration of the current
decay in the presence of Riluzole would be comprehensible as well as the recovery
currents occurring after cessation of pulses of GABA + Riluzole > 30 μM. The fact,
that there is an acceleration of current decay after pulses of GABA + Riluzole,
namely an acceleration of the slow component of deactivation, points to a reduction
of the proportion of channels that enter an open state after cessation of agonist
application. There may be alternative transitions after unbinding of Riluzole to closed
states or an unbinding of the agonist while Riluzole is still bound. Additionally, there is
an interaction with the on-rates of the receptor channels leading to channel
potentiation as shown in fig. 25. This effect is probably best interpreted as a positive
allosteric modulation.
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Fig. 28: Reduced molecular reaction scheme showing the open channel block stage.
A = Agonist (GABA), B = blocker (Riluzole), R = unligated and closed receptor, AnR = ligated but
closed receptor, AnO = ligated and opened receptor, AnB open blocked receptor, AnD desens.
receptor. α, β, kp, km, bp and bm are binding rates. Rates α, β, kp, km are derived from Haas and
Mcdonald (1999) so far by several authors, rates bp and bm results from reopening current kinetic and
are given as indicated in included table. The lower right part shows one original current curve for reopening current, the left part the simulated corresponding current curve, when using upper rates.
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The fact, that there is an acceleration of current decay after pulses of GABA +
Riluzole, namely an acceleration of the slow component of deactivation, points to a
reduction of the proportion of channels that enter an open state after cessation of
agonist application. There may be alternative transitions after unbinding of Riluzole to
closed states or an unbinding of the agonist while Riluzole is still bound. Additionally,
there is an interaction with the on-rates of the receptor channels leading to channel
potentiation as shown in fig. 25. This effect is probably best interpreted as a positive
allosteric modulation.
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Summary and Conclusions

In summary our results indicate that intracellular calcium signalling in motoneurons
depends on AMPA type GluR channel activation. This seems to be a more indirect
process because presumed fast sodium currents which secondarily activate VGCC
by the depolarizing stimulus precede the induction of ryanodine receptor dependent
calcium release from the endoplasmic reticulum. Additionally, blockade of ryanodine
receptors on the surface of the ER could prevent cell death in excitotoxic conditions.
In this context an important question to answer would be how to apply the drug just
into the CNS without affecting the muscles for clinical application in order to avoid
loss of muscular power.

Another neuroprotective strategy aiming at modulation of AMPA-type receptor
function is the application of Riluzole. We investigated its molecular mechanisms to
find a possible starting point for optimization of its effectiveness. We found as a direct
effect a competitive block mechanism and additionally an open channel block.

We also found marked effects of Riluzole on GABAA-receptor channels like
potentiation of GABAergic currents and impact on current development and decay in
the presence of the agonist. We could show for the first time that Riluzole leads to an
open-channel block of GABAA-receptors activated by physiological concentrations of
GABA. This effect could be counterproductive for the neuroprotective effectiveness of
Riluzole as it reduces the inhibitory part in the homeostasis of inhibitory and
excitatory transmission. Therefore this could be a starting point where to improve the
pharmacological profile of a neuroprotective substance.
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It is important to understand how neurons can be protected from excitotoxicity which
is thought to play a crucial role in the pathogenesis of chronic neurodegeneration.
Especially with respect to the missing success of translation of preclinical
neuroprotection achieved by a great variety of compounds during the last decade to
the patients suffering from progressive neurodegenerative diseases like amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis, the pharmacological research has to be addressed back to the
molecular mechanisms of action being relevant for neuroprotection, and exact drug
profiles have to be studied and compared to biological effects. Only a systematic
research approach seems to be promising for the development of molecular drug
design in this field of research.
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Zusammenfassung

In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurde Exzitotoxizität als Ursache und möglicher
Ansatzpunkt zur Behandlung der Amyotrophen Lateralsklerose untersucht.
Bei der Exzitotoxizität liegt ein Ungleichgewicht zwischen exzitatorischer und
inhibitorischer Transmsission zugunsten der exzitatorischen Transmission vor.
Insbesondere die exzitatorische Aminosäure Glutamat wird im Rahmen akuter
Hirntraumata

oder

chronischen

neurodegenerativen

Erkrankungen

vermehrt

ausgeschüttet. Als Folge kommt es zu einer starken Aktivierung von AMPA
Rezeptoren mit konsekutiver Überfrachtung der Zelle mit Kalziumionen. In Neuronen
liegt die Kalziumkonzentration physiologischerweise im Bereich von 20 nM, im
extrazellulären Raum hingegen bei ungefähr 300 mM. Viele Signalkaskaden in der
Zelle

benutzen

Kalzium

als

Mediator,

daher

kann

eine

Störung

der

Kalziumhomöostase schwerwiegende Störungen des Zellmetabolismus und weiterer
Zellfunktionen nach sich ziehen. Die intrazelluläre Kalziumkonzentration kann über
diverse Kontrollmechanismen reguliert werden. Neben der Aufnahme und Abgabe
über die äußere Zellmembran, kann Kalzium auch in intrazellulären Zellorganellen
wie

dem

Mitochondrium

und

dem

Endoplasmatischen

Retikulum

(ER)

zwischengespeichert und bei Bedarf von dort freigesetzt werden. Hierbei scheint
insbesondere dem ER eine entscheidende Rolle zuzukommen. Durch Aktivierung
sogenannter Ryanodin- Rezeptoren kommt es zu einer Freisetzung der Kalziumionen
aus dem ER. Die Ryanodinrezeptoren können auch durch die Bindung von
Kalziumionen aktiviert werden, so dass schon der Eintritt kleiner Kalziummengen aus
dem Extrazellulärraum zu einer kaskadenartigen Freisetzung von Kalzium aus dem
ER führen kann (Calcium- Induced Calcium Release, CICR).
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Es ergeben sich dadurch zwei verschiedene Ansatzpunkte für eine mögliche
neuroprotektive Strategie im Rahmen der Exzitotoxizität: eine Beeinflussung der
Transmission und der intrazellulären Kalziumhomöostase.
Es ist beispielsweise bekannt, dass Riluzol eine neuroprotektive Wirkung hat und
zwar durch die Beeinflussung sowohl der glutamatergen als auch der GABAergen
Transmission. Daher war ein Ziel der Studie den molekularen Wirkmechanismus von
Riuzol

an

beiden

Rezeptorarten

zu

untersuchen,

auch

um

evtl.

Optimierungsmöglichkeiten einer neuroprotektiven Substanz zu finden.
Dantrolen

ist

ein

Medikament,

welches

normalerweise

bei

der

malignen

Hyperthermie eingesetzt wird und zu einer Blockade von Ryanodinrezeptoren auf
dem sarkoplasmatischen Retikulum in Muskelzellen führt. Genauso kann es ERständige

Ryanodinrezeptoren

in

Neuronen

inhibieren

und

somit

die

Kalziumfreisetzung aus dem ER in das Zytosol verringern. Unter exzitatorischen
Bedingungen könnte dies einem neuroprotektiven Effekt gleichkommen. Daher
wurde die neuroprotektive Eigenschaft von Dantrolen in Toxizitätsexperimenten
überprüft und auch die Auswirkung dieser Substanz auf die intrazelluläre
Kalziumhomöostase unter spontaner Aktivierung von AMPA- Rezeptoren im
neuronalen Netzwerk untersucht.
Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass Riluzol am AMPA- Rezeptor sowohl zu einem
kompetitiven als auch zu einem Offenkanalblock führt. An GABA- Rezeptoren
konnten sowohl eine Potenzierung als auch ein Offenkanalblock nachgewiesen
gewesen. Der Offenkanalblock könnte die protektiven Eigenschaften von Riluzol
beschränken. Es wäre daher zu testen, ob eine Substanz, die am GABA- Rezeptor
nur zu einer Potenzierung führen würde, einen deutlicheren neuroprotektiven Effekt
hätte.
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Intrazelluläre Kaziumtransienten konnten nach schnellen Natriumströmen beobachtet
werden, die wiederum auf spontane AMPAerge EPSCs folgten und am ehesten im
Sinne von Aktionspotentialen interpretiert werden können. Die Aktionspotentiale
wiederum führten zur Öffnung von spannungsgesteuerten Kalziumkanälen. Der
Eintritt geringer Mengen von Kalziumionen durch diese Kanäle führt zu einer
Aktivierung von Ryanodinrezeptoren und somit zu einer Freisetzung größerer
Mengen Kalzium aus dem ER. Diese Kalziumtransienten konnten durch Dantrolen
signifikant

reduziert

werden.

In

Toxizitätsexperimenten

waren

unter

Kontrollbedingungen 27% der Zellen Motorneurone. Dieser Anteil wurde durch
Kainat- Exposition auf 18% reduziert. Eine Kombination mit Dantrolen führte dazu,
dass genauso viele Motoneurone wie in der Kontrollbedingung überlebten. Wurden
die Neurone nur Dantrolen ausgesetzt, überlebten sogar mehr als in der
Kontrollbedingung. Daraus kann gefolgert werden, dass Dantrolen durchaus
neuroprotektive Eigenschaften zugeschrieben werden können. Allerdings würde sich
in der Praxis das Problem der Applikationsart ergeben. Eine systemische
Verabreichung würde dazu führen, dass die Muskelkraft durch eine Blockade der
Ryanodinrezeptoren auf dem sarkoplasmatischen Retikulum zusätzlich geschwächt
würde. Eine intrathekale Verabreichung ist nur schwer umsetzbar. Für eine
therapeutische Strategie, die im Rahmen der Neurotransmission ansetzt (wie Riluzol)
sollte die Kenntnis der Interaktion mit den wesentlichen Mitspielern der synaptischen
Erregungsübertragung

im

ZNS

die

Ausgangslage

für

zukünftige

Medikamentenentwicklungen sein. Dabei zeichnet sich zum einen eine gewisse
Bedeutung inhibitorischer synaptischer Übertragung ab und eine Bevorzugung nichtkompetitiver Blockmechanismen an erregenden Rezeptorkanälen.
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